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ABSTRACT
What Is The Lived Experience of the Learners in a Coteaching Classroom?
by
Janet Adams, Doctor of Education
Utah State University, 2012
Major Professor: Dr. Scott Hunsaker
Department: Teacher Education and Leadership
The purpose of this study was to describe the lived experiences of the learners in a
fifth-grade coteaching classroom. Because the practice of coteaching is gaining
popularity in schools, there is increasing use of this teaching method in general education
classrooms. If learning in a coteaching classroom is to be meaningful for students, it is
important to have their perspective of this instructional delivery option. Through careful
listening, observation, and interpretation of the students’ lived experience, a better
understanding of the students’ perspective in a coteaching classroom was gained.
Data for this qualitative study were triangulated using classroom observations,
student drawn images, and interviews with selected students and the coteachers. Findings
indicate that (1) students can give voice to their lived experience when given the
opportunity to use images to do so; (2) the ability of coteachers to get along with each
other is an important aspect of students lived experience in the coteaching classroom; (3)
another aspect of the lived experience of students in the coteaching classroom is learning
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the ethics of the caring classroom from their coteachers.
The findings support the literature, which suggests coteaching can be an effective
teaching delivery option and that the voices of the learners in the classroom are an
important source of information about what works in schools. These results are
significant because they help to inform future decisions about the practice of coteaching.
The results of this study also clarify ways the coteaching model can be strengthened or
improved for greater success and benefit for both the teachers and the students.
(119 pages)
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PUBLIC ABSTRACT

What Is The Lived Experience of the Learners in a Coteaching Classroom?
by
Janet Adams, Doctor of Education
Utah State University, 2012
The purpose of this study was to describe the lived experiences of the learners in a
fifth-grade coteaching classroom. Because the practice of coteaching is gaining
popularity in schools, there is increasing use of this teaching method in general education
classrooms. If learning in a coteaching classroom is to be meaningful for students, it is
important to have their perspective of this instructional delivery option. Through careful
listening, observation, and interpretation of the students’ lived experience, a better
understanding of the students’ perspective in a coteaching classroom was gained.
The results of this study suggest coteaching can be an effective teaching delivery
option and that the voices of the learners in the classroom are an important source of
information about what works in schools. These results are significant because they help
inform future decisions about the practice of coteaching. The results also clarify ways the
coteaching model can be strengthened or improved for greater success and benefit for
both the teachers and the students.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
I began my career in education as a fourth-grade teacher in an elementary school
located near a university. Every semester for the 8 years I taught in that school I
mentored a student teacher from the education program at the university. Most of these
preservice teachers did a fine job and earned high marks from me, but in my memory
there is one mentoring experience that stands out from the others. I do not remember her
name, but she was younger than me, she was outgoing and bubbly where I was more
calm and reserved, she was blonde and trendy where I was dark haired and fairly
traditional in my manner and dress. In other words, we were quite different from one
another in both appearance and manner. Even so, I do remember with perfect clarity that
she and I truly became coteachers in the classroom.
In a relatively brief period of time we established a synergy, a partnership, a
collaborative style of teaching that was energizing and effective. We were both present in
the classroom all day, every day. The students seemed to thrive on the dynamic learning
experience of having two teachers working together in the classroom, as evidenced by the
smiles on their faces and their level of engagement in the learning activities. Students
were respectful to the student teacher, as well as to me. They acknowledged us both as
their teachers, and perhaps just as importantly, my student teacher and I respected one
another and acknowledged one another as coteachers in the classroom. We did our
planning together and we taught together. We often used a parallel teaching approach in
which we took turns with the lesson, at times almost being able to finish each other’s
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sentences. I remember saying once during this experience, “Wouldn’t it be great to have
two teachers in the classroom all of the time?”
Objective and Purpose
Perhaps this is an idea whose time has come. Recently, a classroom practice
known as coteaching has evolved in response to the pressures educators feel to provide
differentiated instruction in order to meet the academic needs of a diverse group of
learners (Kohler-Evans, 2006). I am no longer a fourth-grade teacher. At the time of this
study, I was an elementary school principal and also completing the requirements for my
doctoral degree in instructional leadership. When two faculty members from the
elementary school approached me with a desire to try a coteaching experience, I was very
much in favor of the idea. Because of my own positive coteaching experience with my
former student teacher, I gave them my full support and decided to make this coteaching
classroom the subject of my doctoral study.
Problem Statement and Research Question
Also known as collaborative teaching, team teaching, shared teaching,
cooperative teaching, and job sharing; coteaching is the practice of having more than one
teacher in the classroom that is responsible for delivering instruction (Cook & Friend,
1995). Coteaching is usually thought of as an inclusion model associated with meeting
the academic needs of special education students in a regular classroom setting.
Typically, a special education teacher works jointly with the regular education teacher for
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at least some part of the school day to deliver instruction. Research suggests that
coteaching between a regular education teacher and a special education teacher is an
effective practice that benefits both teachers and students in several ways, but little is
known about the effectiveness of the coteaching practice between two regular education
teachers. Teachers who have been part of a coteaching team report positive experiences
and believe that coteaching benefits students, but does it really? Despite the vast number
of changes in education in recent years, learners are usually not consulted in the change
process (Rudd, 2006). If learning is to be meaningful for students, their views must be
heard. Some say that education should be shaped around the needs of the learner, rather
than having the learner conform to the established system.
In order to make future decisions about the effectiveness of a coteaching model, it
is important that we understand the students’ perceptions. Their voices should be heard.
Although one study was found reporting the perceptions of college students in a teamteaching classroom, none were found reporting elementary students’ perceptions in the
school setting. What is the lived experience of the learners in a coteaching classroom?
The purpose of this study was to answer that question.
Theoretical Lens
Phenomenology is the theoretical lens through which I viewed student perceptions
for this research. The term phenomenology is difficult to pronounce, let alone understand.
To add to the confusion, the term is often used interchangeably with the term
hermeneutics, or the analyses of the written word (Byrne, 2001). Indeed, there is great
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diversity of thought in the field of phenomenology. Throughout time, even the great
thinkers of phenomenology have had different conceptions of it, different methods, and
different results (Smith, 2011).
Phenomenologists seek to gain understanding of the basic truths of people’s lived
experience (Byrne, 2001). Phenomenologists believe that knowledge and understanding
are not quantifiable; rather they are intertwined in our everyday world (Byrne, 2001). In
fact, one criticism of phenomenological theory is that it lacks scientific precision (Smith,
2011). Further, phenomenologists believe that people’s life experiences can uncover the
truths of life.
Historically, human understanding of the world was based on religion or nature.
After Rene Descartes defined a distinction between our mental and physical beings, there
was a push to connect all knowledge to the world of science (Byrne, 2001). Scientists of
that time now valued objectivity and an organized approach to research and discovery.
However, many philosophers considered this approach to be too limiting. They promoted
phenomenology as a preferred method to discover the meaning of life experiences
(Byrne, 2001). Though phenomenology had been practiced for centuries, it came into its
own with Edmund Husserl, the German philosopher and mathematician who is usually
cited as the father of phenomenology (Byrne, 2001).
When Hindu and Buddhist philosophers reflected on states of consciousness
achieved in a variety of meditative states, they were practicing phenomenology.
When Descartes, Hume, and Kant characterized states of perception, thought, and
imagination, they were practicing phenomenology. When Brentano classified
varieties of mental phenomena (defined by the directedness of consciousness), he
was practicing phenomenology. When William James appraised kinds of mental
activity in the stream of consciousness (including their embodiment and their
dependence on habit), he too was practicing phenomenology. And when recent
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analytic philosophers of mind have addressed issues of consciousness and
intentionality, they have often been practicing phenomenology. Still, the
discipline of phenomenology, its roots tracing back through the centuries, came to
full flower in Husserl. (Smith, 2011, p. 8)
Husserl asserted that researchers must set aside (i.e., bracket) their preconceived notions
in order to objectively describe the phenomena being studied (Byrne, 2001). If I, for
example, want to understand the students’ lived experience in a coteaching classroom,
Husserl’s approach would assume I would bracket everything I know about being a
teacher. According to Husserl, bracketing would enable me to identify the essences of
learning free of my previous experience of being either a student or a teacher in a
classroom. Bracketing assumes people can separate their personal knowledge from their
life experiences (Byrne, 2001).
Husserl’s colleague, Martin Heidegger, did not believe it was possible to bracket
our assumptions of the world (Byrne, 2001). He believed that our background knowledge
and life experiences allow us to share practices and find common meanings. I agree with
Heidegger. As a researcher, I observed phenomena for this study through the lens of my
own background and experiences. Although I was careful to maintain an awareness of my
subjectivity, I also used my previous life experiences as a filter which allowed me to
understand the classroom setting and the phenomena being observed. I considered this to
be a strength of the research, not a weakness. Researcher subjectivity can be seen as bias
and something to be avoided. In contrast, Peshkin (1988) asserted that subjectivity “can
be seen as virtuous, for it is the basis of researcher’s making a distinctive contribution,
one that results from the unique configuration of their personal qualities joined to the data
they have collected” (p. 18).
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Importance of the Study
This study is important because the results inform future decisions about the
practice of coteaching in schools. Because the practice of coteaching is gaining
popularity, there is increasing use of this teaching method in general education
classrooms. Other teachers at this school have expressed an interest in participating in a
coteaching partnership. Before those kinds of decisions are made, it is important to have
the students’ perspective. Further, the results of this study may clarify ways the
coteaching model can be strengthened or improved for greater success and benefit for
both the teachers and the students. Through careful listening, observation, and
interpretation of the students’ lived experience, we gain a better understanding of their
perspective of coteaching.
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
A review of the literature on coteaching reveals that much of what has been
studied focuses on coteaching as a way for special education teachers to work closely
with regular education teachers in the classroom. Because my study was conducted in a
classroom with two regular education teachers, I excluded literature that focused on
special education unless it provided relevant insights about the phenomena of coteaching
in general.
Knowing the teachers’ perspective adds another dimension to understanding the
experiences of the learners in the coteaching classroom. Several studies were found that
sought to reveal the experience of the teachers in a coteaching classroom. The study
included in this review was selected because the methodology used was similar to the
methodology I planned to use for my study.
Search terms for this literature review included team teaching, elementary,
coteaching, cooperative teaching, and learner voice. No studies were found that sought to
reveal the experience of the learners in an elementary coteaching classroom. However,
one study was found that reported college students’ perceptions of team teaching in a
preservice teacher education course. This study was included in this review of literature
because it reported the experience of the learners in the classroom.
What Is Coteaching?
Educators have long been intrigued with the possibilities created by two teachers
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sharing one classroom (Cook & Friend, 1995). With increasing demands to mainstream
special education students; and the need for special education teachers to work closely
with regular education teachers in the classroom, the coteaching model and framework
have grown. According to Cook and Friend, “By the late 1980s, coteaching was
discussed most often as a means for special education teachers to meet students’ needs in
general education settings” (p. 2).
The rapid increase of student diversity in classrooms and schools has reached the
point where students can no longer be segregated into groups according to ability,
culture, or language backgrounds (Bauwens & Hourcade, 1991). Bauwens and Hourcade
asserted that classroom instruction must be provided in the regular classroom that meets
the needs of all students, including those with diverse backgrounds and learning
aptitudes. They note that in recent years, a variety of collaborative structures has emerged
in the regular classroom to address this need. Coteaching, also known as cooperative
teaching or collaborative teaching, is no longer a teaching model used only by special
educators.
When discussing coteaching, it is important to have a clear understanding of the
concept. Coteaching is defined as two or more professionals delivering substantive
instruction to a group of students with diverse learning needs in a single physical space
(Cook & Friend, 1995). Ideally, both teachers are present at all class sessions. This
optimizes the integration of learning, allows students to view their teachers as model
learners, and provides an opportunity for both teachers to connect learning across the
subjects being taught. Coteachers are educational professionals who are both actively
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involved in the instruction of students (Cook & Friend, 1995).
My review of the literature revealed that having two teachers responsible for
instruction in the same classroom is not always defined as coteaching. Recent changes in
the economy have contributed to the growth of another flexible teaching delivery option
known as job sharing (Mumford, 2005). In this model, two teachers split their workweek
to oversee one classroom (Blair, 2003). Job sharing creates a collaborative atmosphere,
increases accountability, and reduces teacher burnout (Blair, 2003). Proponents of the job
sharing model say that students benefit from having two energized teachers in the
classroom (Blair, 2003). Challenges of this teaching model include consistency with the
curriculum and quality control. Though job sharing and coteaching have similar
characteristics and benefits, since both teachers are not usually present in the classroom at
the same time, job sharing is not usually considered a coteaching approach.
What Coteaching Looks Like
Several coteaching approaches, as outlined by Cook and Friend (1995), can serve
as a starting point for considering what coteaching might look like in a classroom. These
coteaching approaches are unique in that they could not occur if just one teacher were
present. No one approach is best or worst. In fact, each of the approaches—or some
variation—is likely to be used alone or with another in any cotaught classroom. The
teaching approaches that coteachers use depend on several factors including personal
preferences, curriculum requirements, student characteristics, and even physical space.
Most teachers will use their creativity to select and adapt the various approaches to fit
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their situation and particular teaching skills. To do this, coteachers develop an array of
classroom approaches for their shared instruction.
One approach coteachers might use is the one teaching, one assisting strategy. In
this strategy, one teacher takes the lead in the delivery of instruction, while the other
teacher circulates, monitors, and assists where needed. The danger in this approach is that
the teacher who is not delivering instruction may feel like more of an assistant than a
teacher in the classroom. Wise coteachers will alternate taking the lead so that both
teachers are perceived by students as “real teachers” (Cook & Friend, 1995, p. 8).
Another coteaching approach is station teaching, in which both teachers prepare
and teach different parts of the instruction in separate locations in the room. Students are
divided into two groups and each teacher presents his or her half of the instruction to one
group. Timing must be coordinated so that students are transitioned at the same time to be
taught by the other teacher. A third group can be formed to work independently. One
advantage of this approach is the reduced student-teacher ratio that allows for more
differentiation and individualized instruction (Cook & Friend, 1995).
Parallel teaching also lowers the student-teacher ratio. As the name implies, in
the parallel teaching approach both teachers are presenting the same curriculum at the
same time to a group of students consisting of half the class. This type of instruction
lends itself well to drill and practice exercises or learning differing perspectives of a
particular issue for whole class discussion later on. The noise level in the room can get
high and could be one disadvantage to this approach (Cook & Friend, 1995).
Sometimes a small group of three to eight students may need preteaching,
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reteaching, or enrichment opportunities. In a coteaching approach known as alternative
teaching, these needs can be addressed by having one teacher work with the small focus
group while the other teacher is instructing the rest of the class. Groupings should be
varied to avoid stigmatizing any student (Cook & Friend, 1995).
In a coteaching approach known as team teaching, both teachers share the
instruction of students. The teachers might take turns leading a discussion, role playing,
or modeling appropriate ways to ask questions (Cook & Friend, 1995). This coteaching
approach requires a high level of mutual trust with which some teachers may not be
comfortable. However, teachers who have used this approach report that they found it to
be very rewarding (Cook & Friend, 1995).
Elements of Successful Coteaching
According to professional practice literature, teachers who have been part of a
coteaching partnership report that coteaching has several benefits for both teachers and
students (Cook & Friend, 1995; Gaytan, 2010; Kohler-Evans, 2006). Kohler-Evans
wrote:
The practice of coteaching has the potential to be a wonderful strategy for
meeting the needs of all students. Working in partnership with another teacher,
bouncing ideas off of one another, planning and orchestrating the perfect lesson,
having two pair of eyes and four hands, creating something that is better than that
which each partner brings. (2006, p. 263)
One obviously appealing benefit of coteaching is the reduction of the studentteacher ratio. When the student-teacher ratio is lowered, students get more attention from
the teacher (Cook & Friend, 1995). In addition, behavior problems are minimized; there
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is a smooth delivery of instruction and seamless transitions; and teachers are able to adapt
learning activities quickly and easily in response to students’ needs. Because both
teachers know what comes next, nonacademic time in a successful coteaching classroom
is virtually eliminated. Further, if the two teachers get along, coteaching provides an
opportunity for teachers to model appropriate learning behaviors for students (Sebastian,
2001).
The benefits of a coteaching approach also include a dynamic learning
environment, interactive learning as opposed to lecture-based learning, and critical
thinking across disciplines (Gaytan, 2010). Coteaching provides support to the teachers
involved and appears to encourage new research ventures among faculty (Gaytan, 2010).
Overall, it seems fitting to compare the coteaching relationship to a professional
marriage, in that it takes commitment from both teachers to make it work (Cook &
Friend, 1995).
While the professional practice literature just cited sees positive possibilities in
coteaching, the research literature must also be examined. For example, a study
conducted by Hwang, Hernandez, and Vrongistions (2002) examined 24 elementary
teacher education students’ thoughts, feelings, and attitudes about a university course
taught using a team teaching approach. Ninety-two percent of the students in the class
volunteered to participate in the study. None of the volunteers had any previous
experience with team taught classes. Data were collected using open-ended questions and
were analyzed using inductive content analysis.
The results of the study show that preservice students benefit from a
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coteaching approach in the classroom in several ways including; learning from
more than one expert and sharing their life experiences, experiencing more
authentic learning opportunities through greater interaction among teachers and
learners, and experiencing different teaching styles. These preservice students
reported a positive change in their perceptions of team teaching approaches over
time (Hwang et al., 2002).
At a small school providing classes for fourth through eighth grades in a poor
minority community in Dallas, a pilot study was conducted that examined the practice of
collaboratively teaming two certified teachers with one class of elementary school
students all day, every day. The researcher sought to learn the processes involved in
building successful two-person teaching teams. Teachers were recruited and hired
because of their expertise and their desire to participate in the research. Two fourth grade
teachers and two fifth-grade teachers participated in the study. These teachers believed
that this form of teaching would promote their creative efforts and encourage
collaborative planning (Minnett, 1998). They also believed that team teaching provided
an environment in which teachers support one another in order to help all students learn.
Minnett (1998) used an ethnographic methodology in which she observed
“naturally occurring events and interviewed the key participants using open-ended
prompts” (p. 9). An analysis of transcripts and field notes prompted the development of a
two-teacher teaming program in every classroom at the school “to provide more
experiential learning for students of all abilities and to increase the one-to-one time
between students and teachers” (p. 9). The staff at the school believes that two-teacher
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teaming has great potential to enrich children’s lives and enhance learning.
The results of the studies cited, in addition to the professional practice literature
referred to, identify four characteristics that seem to contribute to the success of
coteaching teams. These are (a) philosophical compatibility and attitudes about teachers’
work; (b) the importance of thorough collaborative planning; (c) a spirit of shared work;
and (d) collaboration in the classroom (Cook & Friend, 1995; Gaytan, 2010; KohlerEvans, 2006; Minnett, 1998).
The first component for building a successful teaching team, philosophical
compatibility and attitudes about teachers’ work, is essential for successful coteaching.
Teaching styles may differ, but the basic goals for the students must be similar (Minnett,
1998). Teachers who share similar educational philosophies with their coteaching partner
feel that this contributes to a successful coteaching experience (Sebastian, 2001). In
addition, both teachers must be motivated to be part of a team of teachers and maintain
high expectations for themselves and their students. Coteachers must be highly selfreflective about their practice and constantly looking for better ways to help students
learn, and must be willing to adjust their practice accordingly (Minnett, 1998).
The second component for building a successful teaching team, thorough
collaborative planning, is the foundation of the coteaching classroom (Kohler-Evans,
2006; Minnett, 1998). The team of teachers must do their planning and preparation as if
they were a single teacher. Coteaching works best when both teachers prepare together
for all curriculum content. This makes the planning process more labor intensive, but the
benefits are that both teachers are very knowledgeable about the learning topics from the
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very beginning. Teachers report that they actually look forward to the planning time
together (Minnett, 1998).
The third component for building a successful teaching team, a spirit of shared
work, means that coteachers share all professional responsibilities for the class. Joint
research, preparation, and planning ensure that subject areas are never left for one teacher
to teach alone. Both teachers need to have a thorough knowledge of what is planned for
the day, should teach all subjects, and be involved in every part of the school day with the
students (Minnett, 1998).
The fourth component for building a successful teaching team, collaboration in
the classroom, indicates that coteaching works best when teachers have opportunities to
nurture their collaborative relationship. Instructors engaged in a coteaching experience
must be highly collaborative and flexible. They must practice parity. Most teachers who
have been part of a coteaching team have a positive view of coteaching and believe that it
benefits students (Kohler-Evans, 2006). According to Gaytan (2010),
Even when only one instructor is actively teaching, the integrative model will
reinforce one of the main objectives of team teaching: to assist students in
achieving a much higher level of integration of new knowledge. To achieve this
objective, each instructor must effectively integrate the perspectives of all
instructors into instructional practices leading to a highly desired teaching
practice: instructors refer to each other in all class meetings, demonstrating
respect for each other and commitment to the team-teaching learning
environment. Students become more interested and engaged in the learning
process, gain a better understanding of instructors’ expectations, and improve
their own learning outcomes. (p. 84)
When coteachers share compatible philosophies and attitudes about teaching, participate
in intensive shared planning, and share teaching responsibilities, it contributes to a high
quality of coteaching that permeates the classroom (Minnett, 1998).
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The current literature on coteaching in the regular education classroom seems to
focus on the experience of the teachers in the coteaching partnership. What is missing
from what we know about coteaching, how it works best, and its many benefits is an
understanding of the elementary school learners’ experience in the regular coteaching
classroom.
Experience of the Learners
Research that places student experience at the center of attention is relatively
scarce (Rudduck & Flutter, 2000) and yet, Maxwell asserts that children are the “ultimate
consumers of the educational product” (p. 20). As such, they are central to the process of
what takes place in the classroom. In a society that respects the market and the consumer
it seems strange that students have not been seen as consumers worth consulting
(Maxwell, 2006). Rudduck and Flutter suggested that the current movement to reform
schools provides teachers, researchers, and policy makers with a common context and
purpose for addressing the issue of students’ perspectives.
Students are capable of reliably reporting their experiences and views as
learners in the classroom (Maxwell, 2006). Tuning in to what they say can
provide important information about practices in school. Students’ views about
school should be sought for and listened to because they have a right to “receive
and make known information, to express an opinion, and to have that opinion
taken into account in any matters affecting them” (Maxwell, 2006, p. 20).
Teachers have to be able to know a lot about their learners as well as their
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curriculum (Darling-Hammond, 1997). Noddings (2004), an enduring advocate
for student voice, wrote about the value of listening to students and the influence
students can have on teachers, saying, “When we listen to them, we learn what
they are going through, and this knowledge can be used to shape what we do in
teaching” (Noddings, 2004, p. 154).
Valuing the perspective of the learners in the classroom sends a message
of caring and genuine concern for each student (Noddings, 2004). In this way,
teachers build a sense of community by bonding with their students, as well as
nurturing tolerance and acceptance among students. Teachers convey a supportive
attitude that allows students to feel comfortable and safe in the classroom. In a
caring environment, students will get the message that it is okay to take risks and
to make mistakes (Bloom, Perlmutter, & Burrell, 1999).
More recently, The National Council of Teachers of English (NCTE)
dedicated an entire journal issue to the theme of honoring student voices. In this
issue, the editor, Wilhelm (2011), makes a case for a teacher-researcher inquiry
approach that requires listening to students. Wilhelm states that through this
listening approach teachers learn from their students how to best teach them,
referring to students as “the most powerful data sources available to make us
better teachers” (p. 49).
The Economic and Social Research Council (ESRC) in London developed the
Network Project as part of their program for consulting students about teaching and
learning (Fielding, 2001). Altogether, schools across the country worked with researchers
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on six different projects (Fielding, 2001). In one of these projects, students at Wheatcroft
Primary School in Hertford were involved in developing a new framework for a caring
learning community in which “the voices of pupils and the voices of teachers listen to
and learn from each other in ways which are not only vibrant, challenging and
productive, but joyful” (Fielding, 2001, p. 1). Ben, a student at the school, wrote:
It is very important to give pupils a say because they are the ones that get taught
and come to the school. It could make learning better for children if they get to
say what they think is best. (p. 52)
In summary, a review of the literature suggests coteaching can be a successful teaching
delivery option. The literature also suggests that the voices of the learners in the
classroom are an important and oft underutilized source of information about what works
in schools. This study seeks to listen to the voices of the learners in order to gain their
perspective and reveal their lived experience in a coteaching classroom.
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CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY
Context
As principal of the campus laboratory school in which this research took place, I
had a close working partnership with the department head of the school of education at
the partner university. When I proposed the idea of piloting a coteaching model in one
classroom at the school, she was willing to give it a try, but stipulated that a study would
need to be done to evaluate the use of a coteaching model. This opportunity seemed tailor
made for my doctoral research. I have worked closely with both teachers in a professional
capacity for a number of years. I had been an instructor for the university education
department and, therefore, knew the preservice teaching program well and what the
expectations are for laboratory school teachers to model best teaching practices in the
classroom. As school principal, I was onsite every day, which provided ease of access to
the setting for this study.
Participants for this study were purposefully selected from a class of 27 white
Caucasian students enrolled in a fifth-grade classroom at a charter laboratory elementary
school in the western United States. The two teachers, Amy and Pat (pseudonyms), were
veteran teachers with more than 40 years of combined teaching experience. At the time of
this study, Amy was a full-time elementary school teacher at the school and also taught
one class as an adjunct instructor for the university. Most recently, Pat was working as a
full-time university instructor, but she had been a teacher at the school previously. The
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two teachers planned to more or less share both jobs. Amy would do less elementary
school teaching and more university teaching, and Pat would do less university teaching
and more elementary school teaching (see Appendix D for Teacher Informed Consent).
Together they worked out a schedule for fall in which one taught on Mondays and
Tuesdays, and the other taught on Wednesdays and Thursdays. On Fridays both teachers
were usually there all day. Occasionally they split Friday with one teacher having the
morning and the other teacher having the afternoon. In the spring, which is when the
observations for this study took place, the teaching schedule changed so that Amy taught
in the mornings and Pat taught in the afternoons every day. This change took place to
accommodate the university class schedule. During spring semester, the two teachers
decided that Pat would take on more of the college teaching responsibility. There were
still times when the two teachers’ presence overlapped, but this occurred even less often
than it had in the fall.
Each teacher had responsibility for certain curriculum content. Amy taught math
and science and some writing, whereas Pat taught social studies and reading/language
arts. The coteachers met together regularly to collaborate and plan together. They made
specific efforts to convey to one another and to the students in the classroom an attitude
of mutual respect. Both teachers also had additional teaching responsibilities in the
education department on campus. When they were not present in the classroom, they
were teaching college classes and taking care of related duties with preservice education
students. This arrangement had a significant impact on the amount of time each teacher
was available to spend with the fifth graders.
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This teaching partnership had some of the elements of coteaching, but because
both teachers were not in the classroom together for the majority of the week, this
arrangement was considered predominantly a job sharing teaching model. As stated
earlier, the definition of job sharing in an education setting is when two teachers split
their work week to oversee one classroom (Blair, 2003). This description seems most apt
to describe the amount of time each teacher spent in the classroom, whether alone or as
coteachers.
General Method
As stated in the introduction, phenomenology was the theoretical lens through
which I viewed the data for this study. However, phenomenology is a research method as
well as a theoretical lens and was, therefore, the research method used for this study. A
phenomenological methodology made sense for this study because at the heart of it is an
in-depth questioning of a lived experience that seeks to reveal the voice of the learner. To
describe the meaning of a lived experience is an interpretive process mediated by the
researcher. Interpretations are revealed through text or some other symbolic
representation. Phenomenological text is descriptive “in that it names something. And in
the naming, it points to something and it aims at letting something show itself” (van
Manen, 1990, p. 26).
Qualitative research seeks to examine life experiences by systematically
collecting and analyzing narrative materials in such a way that ensures the
trustworthiness of the results. Methodology links a particular philosophy to the
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appropriate research methods and bridges philosophical ideas to practical and applicable
research strategies. The primary focus of this research was to gather data regarding the
perspectives of learners about the phenomenon of having two teachers in their classroom.
In conducting this research, I remained true to phenomenological theory and
research methods by focusing on the experience of the learners in this classroom. By
carefully and purposefully looking and listening, I discovered the truth of the students’
everyday lives at school.
Data Gathering
In an effort to minimize issues of validity that might be present in a single data
source or method, qualitative researchers depend on a variety of methods for gathering
data (Glesne, 1999). In the case of this study, data was gathered using a variety of
methods and sources. Specific methods and sources used for gathering data included
classroom observations, images students were asked to create, interviews with selected
students, and interviews with both teachers.
Classroom Observation
Though I had hoped and intended to see both teachers teaching together some of
the time, during each of my scheduled observations I saw only one teacher teaching. The
other teacher may have been present and working in the office near the classroom, or
perhaps be somewhere else in the school, but I did not observe both teachers teaching
together at the same time. Nevertheless, I know there were times the two teachers taught
together because of the data collected from other sources, including the student
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interviews and the teacher interview
As an observer, I visited the classroom once a week over the period of a month.
For each observation I was in the classroom for about an hour. I visited in the morning
and again in the afternoon on the same day. I recorded my observations in a spiral
notebook for later transcription. As a participant-observer, my goal was to “carefully
observe, systematically experience, and consciously record in detail the many aspects of
the classroom situation” (Glesne, 1999, p. 52). I read and reread my notes in between my
observation visits to remind myself to focus on details as recommended by Glesne
including, but not limited to, the physical appearance of the classroom, who was present,
student behavior, teacher behavior, explicit and implicit rules, regulations, rituals that
described how the group worked, and what students said to each other.
This was in the back of my mind while I was observing. Because I was interested
in the perspective of the students, I made a conscious effort to notice their attitudes and
behavior. I have spent so much time observing in classrooms to evaluate teacher
effectiveness. It required an effort on my part to avoid focusing most of my attention on
the teacher, as that is what I would normally do during a teacher evaluation. During the
observations, I was watching particularly for some key event to use as a focal point for
the student interviews.
After observing each teacher on four separate occasions, I noticed that my
observations were yielding pretty much the same data each time. My initial plan was to
watch for a shared classroom event or critical moment to use as a focus for the students’
drawings. When I did not observe such an event during my observations, I sought advice
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from my peer reviewer—a trusted colleague who recently completed her own doctoral
work. Because we have worked together on other projects during our doctoral
coursework, I have both heard and seen the quality of her work. She helped me regain my
perspective, stay focused, and to make adjustments.
Together we concluded that what I was seeing in each of the observations was
consistent and representative of the way things normally were in the classroom with each
teacher. For instance, each time I observed in the classroom I saw students engaged in
similar activities, such as science in the morning and reading or social studies in the
afternoon. Teachers and students seemed to be following an established schedule wherein
the topic or the discussion might vary, but the basic interactions did not. It seemed
appropriate to proceed to the next step, which was having the students produce the
images.
Student Images
To understand the students’ lived experience, the researcher must create an
environment in which students feel safe and comfortable to express their thoughts and
emotions openly (Zambo & Zambo, 2006). One method is through drawing. Leavy
(2010) asserted that visual imagery was not a window into the world, but a created
perspective. Researchers can use image-based techniques to get students to represent
what they know, feel, and think about what they know—and to help them to talk. Cubist
painter, Pablo Picasso, said that “painting is just another way of keeping a diary” (Leavy,
2010, p. 75). Researchers have used drawing to get at the inner thoughts and feelings of
children when traditional qualitative methods do not yield what the researcher is after
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(Leavy, 2010). Le Count (2000) said that drawings allow adults working with children to
understand them “from the inside out” (p. 20) because they are able to express their
emotions in a way that they might not be able to articulate.
When utilizing participatory visual arts-based methods the issue of aesthetics
becomes important. For example, the fifth-grade students involved in this study were not
trained artists. Therefore the aesthetic quality of their images took a back seat to the other
advantages of the methodology. Even though these images were produced by amateurs,
they still conveyed powerful representations of students’ emotions and multiple meanings
of their lived experience in the coteaching classroom (Leavy, 2010).
The students in this fifth-grade classroom were asked to create an image that
represented their lived experience in the coteaching classroom. Six of these students were
then selected using previously developed criteria, which will be explained later in this
chapter, and asked to talk about their image and explain in detail how their picture related
to their experience. In this way, their drawings became data as well as representations of
data. With this approach, the student images served as a jumping off point for dialogue in
the form of interviews.
Young students know more than they realize (Burnard, 2000). Certainly they
know more than the researcher does about what they know. As the researcher, I made the
simple but important step of using novel instruments with which to conduct interviews
with these students. This kind of evidence gave me very convincing insights into
students’ perspectives. Not surprisingly, Noe (2000) suggested that art can be a useful
tool for phenomenological research.
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Insteaad of asking students to draw
d
imagess in responsee to some cruucial event, I
djust my apprroach and haave students draw in respponse to a brroader questtion
decided to adj
h been like in having ttwo differennt teachers inn their classrroom
of what their experience had
th
hat year. I arrranged to sp
pend some tim
me with the whole classs without thee teachers
prresent. In prreparation for this activitty, I created m
my own draawing to use as a model ffor
th
he students (see
(
Figure 1).
1
My drrawing depiccted key eveents in my ow
wn life durinng that year. Using my
drrawing, I mo
odeled for th
he students how
h to tell thheir own storry using picttures and
sy
ymbols to reepresent whaat they wanteed to say. I ppointed out th
that whereas my images were
ab
bout my own
n life, their drawings
d
sho
ould represe nt experiencces from theiir classroom
m that
year. I explain
ned that if th
hey were to have
h
an interrview with m
me, we woulld use the
drrawing as a starting poin
nt and I wou
uld ask them to tell me m
more about w
what they dreew.

Figure
F
1. Thee image I dreew depicting
g key events from my ow
wn life.
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Students had 1 hour to complete their drawings. I instructed students to add as
much detail as possible and to fill the whole space on the 8.5” x 11” paper. They were
given the option to make more than one drawing, and had the choice to add color if they
wanted. I pointed out to the students that not everyone’s drawing would look the same,
that some of them might draw one event or several, and that their drawings might be
arranged in time order or in order of importance to them. In other words, I stressed
flexibility and choice in an effort to make the activity engaging, personal, and meaningful
for each student.
Students wanted to know if they could write some words on their drawing.
Because I was interested in the nonverbal details an illustration would provide, I told the
students that they could use words as labels, but that most of their story should be told
using pictures. I had students use white drawing paper and fine-tipped black sharpie
markers so that their images could be successfully photocopied. I set the expectation that
the room should be quiet so that students could concentrate and be very thoughtful about
their year and what they wanted to include in their drawings. They were asked to remain
in their seat the entire time and to read quietly when finished. At the end of the period I
thanked the students for their efforts and collected the drawings. Later the students’
drawings became part of a set of established criterion used to select students for
interviews. Participants’ drawings were chosen that best matched the criteria.
Interview Selection
From my observations I had formed an idea of what I was looking for in interview
participants. I wanted to interview students who seemed typical as well as students who
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seemed atypical. I knew that I wanted to select; (a) some boys and some girls, (b) some
students who had strong academic performance and some who were more average or
even below grade level, (c) some students with an outgoing personality and some who
seemed more quiet or reserved, (d) some students who were more popular and some who
seemed less so, and (e) I was looking for something in the student’s drawing that stood
out or set the drawing apart from the others in some way. After careful and thoughtful
consideration using the established criteria, six students were selected for student
interviews; four girls and two boys. Using pseudonyms, a brief description of each
student and the reasons they were selected for an interview are included below.
Following each student’s description is a full image of their drawing. This information is
also summarized in Table 1.
Table 1
A Brief Description of Each Student and the Reasons They Were Selected for an
Interview
Academic
performance

Student

Gender

Personality

Social status

Student drawing

Karen

Girl

Above average

Conscientious,
calm, reserved

Well-liked, a few
close friends

Included events outside
of school

Maggie

Girl

Average

Cheerful, outgoing

Joined class late

Creative, used speech
bubbles

Penny

Girl

Above average

Articulate,
mature, caring

Respected,
interacts well with
all students

Wanted to know about
“V-Day with teachers,”
heart-shaped balloons

Charlie

Boy

Average

Quiet, not the
center of attention

Accepted and
included

Drew more events than
most

Kyle

Boy

Below average,
special education
student

Precocious, outspoken

Considered a bit
odd. Has unique
perceptions

Looked like he had
drawn just one key event

Greta

Girl

Average

Silly, funny,
athletic

Good at sports

Switched classes, joined
the class late, might have
a unique perspective
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Karen
n was a fifth--grade girl with
w long, waavy, reddish hair and a fa
fair complexiion.
verage heigh
ht and weigh
ht for her agee. Karen hadd a quiet mannner and a caalm
She was of av
demeanor. Sh
he was a con
nscientious sttudent who pperformed a little above grade level.. She
was
w well-likeed by her peeers and got along
a
well w
with them. In my field logg I noted thaat it
seeemed easy for Karen to
o find studen
nts to work w
with her in a partner or sm
mall group
siituation. Shee was on task
k during worrk periods annd a good lisstener duringg instructionn.
Karen
K
had atttended the scchool since she
s was in ki
kindergarten. Her motherr worked as a
cllassroom aid
de, often in Karen’s
K
classsroom. Kareen’s drawingg was uniquee in that it
ap
ppeared to in
nclude eventts from outsiide of schoool, and I was curious aboout that (see
Figure 2).

Figure
F
2. Karren’s drawin
ng.
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Magg
gie had long, wavy, dark hair and herr eyes crinklled up when she smiled.
Maggie
M
was fair-skinned,
f
, with a sprin
nkling of freeckles acrosss her nose. She was happpy
an
nd friendly and
a fun to bee around. Wh
henever I waas in the classroom, I nooticed Maggiie
had a ready sm
mile and waas quick to laaugh. Maggiie joined the class a shorrt time after
scchool started
d, but she kn
new most of her
h classmattes because she attendedd the school
when
w
she wass younger. During
D
her fifth-grade yeear life at hom
me was diffiicult becausee her
parents were going throug
gh a divorcee. Academicaally, Maggiee was a little below averaage.
In
n her drawin
ng, Maggie used
u
a lot of speech bubbbles to indicaate what peoople were
th
hinking or saaying. This was
w a uniquee feature thatt made her ddrawing stannd out from tthe
otthers (see Fiigure 3).

Figure
F
3. Maggie’s drawiing.
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Penny
y was a tall, athletic
a
girl with medium
m brown haiir that was usually pulledd
back into a po
onytail. She wore bracess on her teethh and multipple braided aand beaded
brracelets on both
b
wrists. Penny
P
impreessed me froom the first tiime I went tto the classrooom
to
o observe. Sh
he was confiident, compaassionate, brright, quick tto smile, andd very articuulate.
She was well-liked and well-respecte
w
ed and seemeed to have grreat influencce with her ppeers.
One
O day when
n I was in th
he classroom
m for observaation, the Spanish teacheer was there. She
assked for a student to volunteer to hav
ve a converssation with hher in front oof the class.
Penny voluntteered to do it.
i Afterward
d, other studdents were w
willing to try it, too. On
an
nother occassion studentss were workiing in small groups. I did not hear alll that they w
were
saaying to each
h other, but at one point a boy in Pennny’s group turned to heer and said, ““See,
I have some politeness
p
in
n me!” Penny
y kindly repllied, “Yes, yyou do!” Acaademically,
Penny is an above averag
ge student. In
n her drawinng she drew llarge heart-sshaped ballooons
an
nd then drew
w each eventt inside one of
o the ballooons. One balloon was labbeled, “V-Daay
With
W Teacherrs.” I wanted
d to know mo
ore about that (see Figurre 4).

Figure
F
4. Pen
nny’s drawin
ng.
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Charliie was a quieet boy with light
l
brown hair and a w
winning smilee. He had
a
wh
hen he smiled
d, which waasn’t all that often. Charllie was a student
dimples that appeared
bility who waas well liked
d by peers, b ut not the ceenter of attenntion. Charliie’s
of average ab
name did not even appearr in my field
d notes. He w
was soft spokken, well maannered, andd a
good citizen in
i the classro
oom. He preetty much staayed under thhe radar. Buut when I saw
w
Charlie’s
C
draw
wing, I noticced that he had
h drawn nootably more events than most other
sttudents, and I knew I waanted to find out more abbout his expeeriences (seee Figure 5).
Kyle was
w a fifth-g
grade boy off average sizee who wearss black-rimm
med glasses. He
had short, som
mewhat dish
heveled dark hair and a bbit of a slumpp in his postture. Kyle was a
prrecocious yo
oung man wiith a unique and often oddd or unexpeected view oof the world.. He

Figure
F
5. Chaarlie’s drawiing.
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prresented him
mself as easy
y going, conffident, and liikeable. Durring one obseervation I nooted
in
n my field lo
og that Kyle was gazing out the winddow, seeminngly lost in thhought.
Academically
A
y, Kyle perfo
ormed below
w grade levell in reading aand math annd therefore
reeceived speccial education
n services. In the classrooom, Kyle saat up front nnext to wheree the
teeacher sat orr stood durin
ng instruction
n. Kyle’s draawing appeaared to be ann image of onne
main
m event. He
H was the only student who
w had choosen to depicct just one evvent, so I waas
cu
urious to kno
ow what thee image repreesented (see Figure 6).
Greta was full of energy.
e
She was slightlyy smaller thaan the other ggirls in the cclass.
Her
H chin leng
gth hair was reddish-brow
wn and parteed on the sidde. Greta lovved sports. Shhe
was
w outgoing
g, kind of sillly, and liked
d to have funn. One day w
when the studdents were
working
w
in sm
mall groups in
i the sciencce room, Greeta let out a hhuge, long bburp. She loooked
att me, smiled
d, and then saaid, “I am th
he champ, evven the boys can’t beat m
me!” She waas not

Figure
F
6. Kylle’s drawing
g.
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th
he least bit chagrined or embarrassed
d by this. Grreta was an aaverage student who beggan
th
he school year in anotherr fifth-grade class at the school. Unllike the rest oof the studennts
who
w did not elect
e
to be in
n a class with
h two teacheers, Greta reqquested to m
move from thhe
otther fifth-graade class in the
t school to
o this one just after the sschool year bbegan. I
wondered
w
wh
hat her perception of goin
ng from havving one teaccher to havinng two teachhers
would
w
be (seee Figure 7).
Student Interviews
nd transcribeed with each participant. Permission for
An intterview was recorded an
th
he student in
nterviews waas obtained th
hrough a siggned parentaal permissionn form (see
Appendix
A
B for
f a letter ex
xplaining thee study to paarents, Appeendix C for P
Parent Inform
med
Consent,
C
and Appendix E for parentaal permissionn form). I meet individuallly for aboutt 30
minutes
m
with each studen
nt whom I haad selected fo
for interview
w. The studennt and I met iin a

Figure
F
7. Greeta’s drawing
g.
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small private room where we were not disturbed or interrupted. According to Fine and
Sandstrom (1988), participants at this age have developed a sense of self separate from
their families. They are exploring ways to establish their own society beyond the bounds
of family and the classroom. They are beginning to exercise their rights to privacy. The
implications for my research were that the participants may tell me about themselves, but
they may be careful or try to control what they say (Fine & Sandstrom, 1988).
Because my role in the lives of these students was not only one of researcher but
also their school principal, I may have had more access to their lives at school than others
would. The students knew me and were accustomed to seeing me frequently in their
classroom and in other places in the school. However, these preadolescent students might
have been reluctant to be honest with me with their thoughts and feelings about the
coteaching experience. They were not familiar with this type of interaction with me, and
they may have felt pressure to give me the “right” answer in order to please me. To
address these issues, during the interview I spent some time initially in informal
conversation to set the student at ease. Rather than sit directly across from the student,
which may have been perceived as a position of power and authority, I sat next to the
student at the corner of a table. I assured the student that anything they talked about with
me in that setting would not affect their standing in their classroom or in the school.
Interview questions focused on the students’ images of their experience of having
two teachers in the classroom all year. While students recalled each event, they were
allowed to reflect and to talk without interruption from me. I asked follow-up questions
to probe for clarification, additional insights, and information (Prosser, 1998).
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Coteacher Interview
Prior to beginning this study it was determined that a spiral notebook would serve
as a reflective journal to be used by the coteachers as a communication tool to keep one
another informed about happenings in the classroom. The notebook was to sit on the
corner of the teachers’ desk in their office so that it was readily available and accessible.
The reflective journal was meant to document the academic, instructional, behavioral,
and social developments in the classroom.
Because both teachers were not always present at the same time, the journal was
to provide a vital link for responsive dialogue and collaboration between the coteachers.
The reflective journal would be made available to me as researcher. Being able to read
about the classroom experiences from the teachers’ perspective would have added
another important dimension to understanding the students’ lived experiences.
However, this did not take place. The coteachers quickly realized that keeping a
hand-written journal was unrealistic due to time and scheduling constraints. The teachers
found that they were together often enough for collaborative planning so that the dialogue
that would have been written in the journal was taking place verbally through their
conversation. It seemed appropriate to replace the reflective journal with a joint teacher
interview in order to learn about the classroom experiences from their perspective. This
interview lasted about an hour and was conducted just after the school year ended. The
interview was recorded and transcribed and member checking was performed.
I did not use a scripted list of questions for the coteacher interview. Rather, I
opened our conversation by suggesting that the coteachers tell me about their overall
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experience with coteaching that year and what they thought the students’ experience had
been. The dialogue evolved naturally as the teachers related their views and experiences
of coteaching. As the interview progressed, I asked questions for clarification or
elaboration on topics the teachers initiated. At one point I asked the coteachers to
describe the methods of communication that worked for them in place of the hand-written
journal they had intended to use. I also asked the two teachers to describe their
professional relationship and what influence it had on the coteaching experience for the
class.
Data Analysis
Since qualitative data analysis does not provide any fixed formulas or cookbook
recipes to the researcher, much depended on my own way of thinking about the data
(Yin, 2003). As I analyzed the collected data, I watched for patterns and themes that may
emerge. I used both comparative and thematic analyses as I moved backwards and
forwards between transcripts, memos, notes, and the research literature. I read and reread
each data source multiple times. Gradually, I began to identify consistent and recurring
themes. After identifying the important themes, I used color coding to categorize the
relevant talk from the data to support the themes. The data collected from the student
images, the classroom observations, and the interviews was stored in a database in a
secure room.
Glesne (1999) said, “Data analysis involves organizing what you have seen,
heard, and read so that you can make sense of what you have learned. Working with data,
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you describe, create explanations, pose hypotheses, develop theories, and link your story
to other stories” (p. 130). To begin the analysis process, I kept a reflective field log for
recording descriptive notes following each observation and interview. Glesne wrote,
After each day of participant observation, the qualitative researcher takes time for
reflective and analytic noting. This is the time to write down feelings, work out
problems, jot down ideas and impressions, clarify earlier interpretations, speculate
about what is going on, and make flexible short- and long-term plans for the days
to come. (p. 59)
My field notes captured thoughts, questions, and ideas when they occurred. In my log I
jotted down possible emerging themes, issues, coding schemes, and periods of
subjectivity that I could use throughout and in the final reporting of the study. In my
reflective field log I reviewed the work I had done, the problems or questions I had, and
ideas to solve or answer them. For example, at one point during a classroom observation I
wrote this in my field log.
I realized early on that it would be hard for me not to be evaluative during my
observations! I have to make a conscious effort not to do so. My professional role
has long been to supervise and evaluate students and teachers. It seems to be
almost instinctive for me now when I visit a classroom.
Noting this in my journal reminded me to keep my focus on observing the phenomena for
my study while I was in the classroom. I would read and reread this entry each time I
added notes to my log. Doing so helped me resist my tendency to evaluate the teachers
while I conducting my research for this study.
My first step in the analysis was to use a pencil to underline key words and
passages that I wanted to remember or refer to later. In the margin next to these key
words and passages I labeled or summarized each one with words such as “students
working together,” or “student attitudes,” or “about the two teachers.” Later, these margin
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notes helped me to recognize patterns and identify the prevailing themes in the data that
seemed most applicable to the study.
As I worked, I continued to write my thoughts and impressions in my field log.
These notes took the form of a list of key ideas I noticed in the various data texts,
connections I made to the research literature, and my own impressions and opinions
about what I was reading. This list was instrumental in helping me to crystallize my
thinking and find my focus for the important themes in this study. Making this list
revealed to me the key patterns and themes emerging from the data. I include it here
because this list illustrates and summarizes my process for analysis. The items on this list
are in no particular order, are not necessarily complete thoughts or sentences, and not all
of the ideas were necessarily included in the findings. In this case, it was the process that
was important.


I learned more from student images



Students can represent what they want to say through drawing—it helps them
express it



Students do have a voice



Coteaching works best when teachers get along



Coteachers model for students the attributes of a caring classroom



Relationships matter more to students than other things



Students can tell when teachers care



Students would have liked teachers both in the classroom together more of the
time



Students feel safe and willing to risk



School is fun
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Working together—collaboration, student with student, teacher with student,
teacher with teacher

After careful analysis and thoughtful consideration of the data from all sources for this
study, three themes emerged. These are; (a) the two teachers themselves, (b) the other
students in the class, and (c) the class trip to the science school.
My next step was to use three different colored highlighting pens to code the key
words and passages I had marked in the text from each of the data sources. Each color
represented a different one of three themes. A green highlighter was used to mark
passages that supported the theme about the two teachers, a pink highlighter was used to
mark passages that supported the theme about the students in the class, and an orange
highlighter was used to mark passages that supported the theme about the class trip to the
science school. It was relatively easy, then, to locate and include the relevant highlighted
text from each data source when I described each of the three themes.
In analyzing the student-drawn images for this study, I did not decode or attempt
to translate the images, but used the information that the images provided as “a bridge
between the visual and the verbal” (Leavy, 2010, p. 217). The student images were used
as a jumping-off point for talk during the student interview. During the interview, the
student’s drawing remained on the table as a visual reference. Students were asked to
explain or clarify the images and the event or idea each image represented. In some cases,
I asked the student’s permission to use a pencil to make brief notes on their drawing for
my own reference and clarification later on. These notes are visible as additions on the
students’ images. I used the information from the images to further refine the important
themes emerging from the collective data sources.
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Trustworthiness
To ensure that the data and conclusions from this study were trustworthy, I
employed three methods: researcher bracketing, member-checking, and peer debriefing.
Each is discussed in turn.
Researcher Bracketing
Three basic assumptions explain the limitations of this study and also provide the
foundation for my attitude toward the participants (Burnard, 2000). First, all children are
smart. They know what works in their world and what does not. The only way for me to
get as smart as they are about their world is to learn from them. Second, all children make
sense. Behavior or attitudes that seem confusing to the observer make perfect sense to the
children. The only way for me to understand and make sense of their behavior is to listen
and observe very carefully. Third, the participants for this study were considered my coresearchers, not of the project as a whole, but of their own lived experiences.
As the researcher, I hold explicit beliefs and I cannot be detached from my own
background and biases and should not pretend otherwise. I am very interested in the
discovery of the effectiveness of the coteaching technique with students. My own
experience with this model may have led me to data that supports my own hypothesis. I
may have heard what I wanted to hear and may have seen what I want to see. I addressed
researcher bias by continually exploring my own subjectivity. Researcher subjectivity can
be seen as bias and something to be avoided. In contrast, Peshkin (1988) asserted that
subjectivity “can be seen as virtuous, for it is the basis of researcher’s making a
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distinctive contribution, one that results from the unique configuration of their personal
qualities joined to the data they have collected” (p. 18).
By writing both before and after my interviews and observations, I was able to
address preconceived opinions and reflect upon my subjectivity. Reflection and analysis
helped me to develop questions and understand the patterns and themes of this study. I
conducted multiple informal observations in this fifth-grade classroom at different times
and on different days so that each of the two teachers was observed working with the
students.
Member Checking
To further validate the findings, I performed member checking with the student
participants during the interviews by echoing what the students said and by clarifying
their responses to the interview questions. An example of echoing and clarifying student
responses occurred in my interview with Cole.
ME: What are these other drawings? It looks like– Is that a skull?
COLE: No, that’s supposed to be a lake.
ME: Oh, that’s a lake.
COLE: Yeah.
ME: Are you swimming in the lake?
COLE: Um, no, that’s the trail to the lake.
ME: That’s one of the hikes that you did?
COLE: Yeah.
Following the interview with the two teachers, I sent each teacher an electronic copy of
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their joint interview transcript and gave them the opportunity to verify, change, or make
additions to the interview. The email reply I received was that the transcript “sounded
fine.” Member checking with both the student participants and the coteachers allowed me
to more accurately capture their thoughts and beliefs regarding their experiences.
Peer Debriefing
I also worked with a peer debriefer—a colleague who recently completed her own
doctoral work. Because we have worked together on other projects during our doctoral
coursework, I have both heard and seen the quality of her work. I trust her advice and
perspective. She had valuable experience mentoring graduate students through the
proposal process as she was the university distance learning endorsement coordinator for
2 years. The courses she taught included segments on how to write and evaluate a
literature review, as well as how to write a proposal and evaluate learning outcomes. Her
successfully defended dissertation was a qualitative case study and included several
unique methods of evaluating her data. These methods closely match what I feel would
be effective in my own case, making her experience of value to me. In a meeting one day,
I mentioned this arrangement to the department head who worked with my colleague.
The department head’s response was that my colleague was an excellent choice to fill that
role.
Lincoln and Guba (1985) asserted that the ultimate purpose of peer debriefing is
to enhance credibility, or truth value, of a qualitative study, by providing an “external
check on the inquiry process” (p. 301). This is a good idea because of the subjective
nature of qualitative research. As the researcher, I realize that I bring a particular set of
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knowledge, skills, and values to this research endeavor. The peer debriefer helped me to
see these unique characteristics as tools for my research and understand how my
subjectivity affected my research. We communicated approximately every two weeks
during the data collection process to review progress and discuss next steps.
Working with a peer debriefer was invaluable to me as a researcher. Each time we
met to discuss my research I approached the meeting feeling a bit uncertain about the
progress and unsure of how to proceed. Each time I left our meeting with a clear mind
and a sense of renewed purpose. The most noteworthy example of this was mentioned
earlier in this report. I was doing regular classroom observations and seeing the same
things each time. I was getting worried that I would not find a key event on which to base
the student images and interviews. My peer debriefer listened to my lament and said,
“But Janet, this is a good thing! This tells you that what you are observing each time is
typical of what takes place in the classroom on a daily basis.” As we continued to talk, a
weight was lifted, and I realized the study was progressing in a good way.
In this chapter, a detailed description of my research methodology has been
presented. First, I described the context for this study. I then explained the theoretical
perspective that guided the analysis for this research and the study design. Data gathering
methods for each data source were detailed, followed by a description of the analysis
process and procedures used. Finally, issues of trustworthiness were considered.
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CHAPTER IV
FINDINGS
The purpose of this study was to discover the perspective of the learners in this
classroom and their experience of having two teachers. An analysis of the data collected
for this study revealed that each data source had its own story to tell. When I considered
all the stories together, I developed three theories: (a) students can give voice to their
lived experience using an image-based interview technique; (b) the ability of coteachers
to get along with each other is an important aspect of students lived experience in the
coteaching classroom; (c) another aspect of the lived experience of students in the
coteaching classroom is learning the ethics of the caring classroom from their coteachers.
In this chapter, I discuss each of these theories in turn and how they were supported by a
synthesis of the data collected for this study.
In discussing the data that supports these three theories, it is first important to
establish which specific type of coteaching was used in this classroom. As mentioned in
Chapter III, the coteaching model in this fifth-grade classroom was most accurately
defined as job sharing (Mumford, 2005), with some elements of team teaching added
(Cook & Friend, 1995). The reader will recall that in the job sharing instructional
delivery option, two teachers divide their workweek to oversee one classroom (Blair,
2003). According to the data collected through observations, student interviews, and the
teacher interview, the job sharing label best describes the teaching format used in this
fifth-grade classroom. The following note from my journal confirmed this when I wrote,
“I observed both teachers on four occasions” and also, “I noticed a difference between
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the instruction in the morning taught by Amy and the afternoon taught by Pat” inferring
that the teachers were not there together during my observations. I know there were times
that they were both present and teaching together because of the data collected from other
sources, including the student interviews and the teacher interview. For example, during
the interview with the coteachers they commented that they felt the students would have
liked it if both teachers were there at the same time more often. This comment further
validates the conclusion that job sharing is the most fitting label for this teaching model.
Further support for the finding that the teachers were using a job sharing model
was found in the student interview with Charlie. In his interview, Charlie said he really
liked it when both teachers were “there together at the same time” and that he wished
“they were both there the whole time.” As Charlie’s comment indicates, there were times
when both teachers were there together at the same time sharing the responsibility for
instruction. When this occurred, both teachers shared the instruction of students and took
turns leading discussions, role playing, or modeling appropriate ways to ask questions
(Cook & Friend, 1995).
Students’ Lived Experiences
Students can give voice to their lived experience using an image-based interview
technique. Students do have something to tell us if we listen. The use of student drawings
was very effective in helping me discover what students had to say about their coteaching
experience in three distinct ways. First, using the students’ images as part of the student
interviews helped me decide what questions to ask each student. Second, using the
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sttudents’ imaages as part of
o the studen
nt interviewss helped me avoid misintterpretationss.
And
A third, usiing the studeents’ imagess as part of thhe student innterviews gaave them the
op
pportunity to
o more fully
y describe keey events froom their expeerience that yyear. I discuuss
eaach of these findings in turn
t
using su
upport from the collectivve data. Pleaase note that the
im
mages used in
i this sectio
on show only
y a specific pportion of thhe students’ ddrawings. Fuull
im
mages of thee students’ drrawings can be found inn Chapter III as well as inn Appendix A.
Using
g the studentts’ images ass part of the student inteerviews helpeed me decidde
what
w question
ns to ask eacch student. For example, Maggie dreew an “I LOV
VE SCIENC
CE”
laabel with a flask
fl
to repreesent the letteer “I” in the word “SCIE
ENCE.” Close to this weere
th
he letters “S..S.,” which stood
s
for soccial studies, aand there waas a frowninng face by thhe
leetters (see Fiigure 8).
When
n I saw this im
mage, I won
ndered why M
Maggie had included it iin her drawinng,
so
o I asked herr about it. Maggie’s
M
replly was, “I doo love sciencce. I don’t likke history, ass you

Figure
F
8. Maggie’s imagee about scien
nce and sociial studies.
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caan see.” I ask
ked Maggie what she lov
ves about sccience. She ssaid,
Well, she Ms. Am
my just makees it like, seeem so real annd like we geet into it by llike
doing the experim
ment and stufff and like alltogether jusst like...it’s so hard to
explaiin. She just like
l makes itt sound like really fun annd then whenn we do it, w
we
believ
ve her and so
o we decide that
t it’s goinng to be fun. So she sortaa like tricks our
mindss.
I asked Magg
gie why theree was a frow
wning face neext to the lettters for sociial studies. S
She
to
old me that Ms.
M Pat is “reeally nice” and
a “she’s fuun,” but she does not maake the learnning
fu
un like it is in
i science. Maggie
M
felt th
hat science w
was just “moore boring.”
A seco
ond examplee of the way
y students’ im
mages helpedd me decidedd what questtions
to
o ask was fou
und in Gretaa’s drawing. Shortly afteer the beginnning of the year, Greta’s
mom
m
requesteed to have Greta
G
moved from the othher fifth-gradde classroom
m at the schoool
in
nto Ms. Amy
y’s and Ms. Pat’s
P
classro
oom. Greta ssaid this wass because of the way the
sttudents in th
he other classs treated her. The first im
mage on Greeta’s drawingg was about her
fiirst class, and
d the second
d image on her
h drawing w
was about sw
witching to a different cllass
(ssee Figure 9)).

Figure
F
9. Greeta’s images about switch
hing fifth-grrade classroooms.
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When
n I saw what Greta had drawn,
d
I wannted to know
w more aboutt why she haad
hosen this ex
xperience ass one of her key
k events. S
She explaineed it to me thhis way.
ch
It wass, like, not th
he kids that I was used too, and I didnn’t have veryy many friendds
and sttuff. I loved
d my teacher and after hee left for his hip surgery,, like, everytthing
was kind
k
of weird
d and the sub
bstitute was ttrying to hellp me feel coomfortable inn my
class and,
a like, thiings just werren’t workinng out so I sw
witched classses and that’’s my
second picture. An
nd ever since then, I’ve been, like, rreally, really happy becaause
those are the kids since, like, 3rd grade andd 4th grade thhat I’ve known. And wee just
get alo
ong so well and it’s like we always hhave somethhing to tell eaach other.
A third examp
ple of the waay students’ images helpped me decidded what quuestions to assk
was
w found in Penny’s draawing. One of
o Penny’s ddrawings shoowed a figuree lying on a
co
ouch that haas tipped oveer, and two other
o
figures were standing nearby annd smiling aat the
person on thee couch (see Figure 10).
The laabel for this picture read
d, “Ms. A flipps the couchh.” I was curiious about thhe
sttory behind this
t drawing
g and so I ask
ked Penny foor an explannation. This iis what she ttold
me.
m
This is a kinda fun
nny memory
y cause that’ s when um M
Ms. Amy—sshe was sittinng
on thee couch and it flipped an
nd...she claim
med she did iit on purposee and we all
didn’tt believe it att all becausee we knew shhe’d accidenntally done itt and everybbody
was laaughing and yeah, it wass really funnny.

Figure
F
10. Peenny’s imagee of Ms. Am
my tipping ovver the couchh.
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I would not have
h
asked ab
bout this exp
perience if I had not seenn the image. The story P
Penny
old about thee drawing gaave me a glim
mpse into the relationshiip the studennts had with their
to
teeacher. It told me that they could lau
ugh together and experience funny annd embarrasssing
moments
m
togeether. When asked what else she waanted to add aabout havingg two teacheers
du
uring her fiffth-grade yeaar, Penny saiid that it hadd been an “aw
wesome” yeear. “Probablly the
best year thatt I’ve ever haad in school..”
A finaal example of
o the way stu
udents’ imagges helped m
me decided w
what questioons to
assk was found
d in Kyle’s drawing.
d
In the
t center seection of Kyle’s drawingg were two laarge
reectangles. On
ne was divid
ded into squaares and the other had sqquiggly liness drawn acrooss it
with
w what app
pears to be one
o of the co
oteachers stannding next tto it. The teaacher has a big
frrown on her face. Beneath these two
o rectangles aare six boxess with items inside of thhem
(ssee Figure 11). I really had
h no idea what
w this imaage might reepresent, so I asked Kylee to
ex
xplain it to me.
m

Figure
F
11. Th
he center porrtion of Kylee’s drawing.
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Our conversation about this image let me know that Kyle had drawn it because
science is important to him. His experiences in the science lab with his classmates were
one of his key events from that year in school. I added the labels above the rectangles as
notes to help me remember what they represented.
Me:

Tell me what we’re looking at here in this picture.

Kyle: This is Ms. Amy. (Pointing to the stick figure next to the larger rectangle.)
Me:

She looks kind of mad. Is she mad?

Kyle: Yeah, cause we always talk sometimes.
Me:

Oh, she’s telling you all to be quiet?

Kyle: Yeah, she’s sorta like, “Dang.” And this is her teaching us science.
Me:

And these are students at the tables?

Kyle: Yes. This is that box container that carries all the supplies.
Me:

Why did you choose to draw about science down in the lab?

Kyle: ‘Cause we were doing electricity that day and I really liked it.
Me:

What did you like about it?

Kyle: ...cause I want to try and be a mechanical engineer one of these days. So I
really like science. It’s like my favorite subject.
Using the students’ images as part of the student interviews also helped me avoid
misinterpretations. The students’ and I both referenced their drawings throughout the
interview process. In this way, students had the opportunity to clarify, or more fully
describe the key events represented in their drawing. One example of the way the
students’ drawings helped me avoid misinterpretations occurred during my interview
with Kyle. Overall, Kyle’s drawing was a bit confusing and difficult for me to decipher
(see Figure 12). I was curious to know which key event or events he had chosen to
represent and I wanted to understand his particular experiences in the classroom.
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Figure
F
12. Th
he lower porrtion of Kylee’s drawing.

At onee point durin
ng our interv
view I indicaated the loweer part of hiss drawing annd
g, “Down acrross the bottoom of your ddrawing youu have three
prrompted Kyle by saying
different boxees. Which on
ne do you want
w to talk abbout first?” K
Kyle’s respoonse was,
Actually, thiis is all one picture.”
p
I reeplied, “It is all one pictuure? Okay, ttell me aboutt it,”
“A
which
w
he did.. I found outt that because I saw someething quite different thaan he had
in
ntended, I haad completelly misinterprreted his draawing. Usingg his image aas a referencce
point during our
o conversaation revealeed what he w
was really tryying to say.
A seco
ond examplee of the way
y the studentss’ drawings helped me aavoid
misinterpretat
m
tions was found in Magg
gie’s drawinng. I asked M
Maggie to expplain the im
mage
on
n her drawin
ng that show
wed her sayin
ng hello to thhe school couunselor. Seee Figure 13. T
That
iss, I thought it
i was a draw
wing of Magg
gie just sayinng hello to tthe school coounselor. It
tu
urned out to be somethin
ng much morre significannt than that too Maggie.
n I got here th
he first day, around righht after lunchh recess, the counselor puulled
When
me ou
ut to ask me a few questiions. And I w
was just likee “Sure” becaause I didn’tt
know what he was going to assk me...and uum...he introoduced himsself and I
introd
duced myselff and then hee starts askinng these questions that w
were just a litttle
odd fo
or me. And so
s I was just like, “Mmm
mmm,” but I answered thhem anywayy. It
was a little odd.
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Figure
F
13. Maggie’s
M
imag
ge of talking
g with the scchool counseelor.

Magg
gie added thaat this was an
n awkward aand uncomfoortable memory for her aand
was
w a somew
what “Weird”” start to her experience aat the school. Seeing thee image
prrompted me to ask abou
ut it, and this gave Maggiie the opport
rtunity to claarify the
ex
xperience more
m
fully.
A thirrd example of
o the way th
he students’ ddrawings heelped me avooid
misinterpretat
m
tions was found on Charrlie’s drawinng. Charlie ddrew an imagge of himsellf and
an
nother studeent next to a lunch tray (ssee Figure 144). When I llooked at thiis image I
asssumed it rep
presented th
hat Charlie liked having llunch with hhis friend. Buut Charlie toold
me
m that the drrawing actuaally represen
nted somethiing more siggnificant to hhim.
Charliie said that Ms.
M Amy had
d some overrdue library bbooks she coould not findd and
sh
he did not want
w to keep paying
p
finess for them. S he told the cclass that whhoever foundd
th
hem would get
g to go out to lunch witth her. So w
when Charlie and the otheer boy foundd the
books, Ms. Amy
A
took theem to lunch. That was a kkey event foor Charlie.
Using
g the studentss’ images ass part of the sstudent interrviews also ggave them thhe
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Figure
F
14. Ch
harlie’s imag
ge about goin
ng to lunch w
with Ms. Am
my.
pportunity to
o more fully
y describe keey events froom their expeerience that yyear. Five of the
op
siix students in
nterviewed included
i
an image
i
aboutt the class triip to the scieence school as
part of their drawing.
d
Thee next three examples
e
in this sectionn show three of these
sttudents’ percceptions abo
out the trip. Because
B
it w
was part of thheir drawing,, we talked aabout
th
he trip during
g the studentts’ interview
ws. Both teacchers also weent on the trip and also
taalked about it
i during their interview.. Clearly, thiis was a key event for thhe students annd
teeachers in th
his class. It iss possible thaat the trip too the science school wouuld have servved as
a critical even
nt for this stu
udy if I had been
b
presentt to observe and take nottes. Howeveer,
because the trrip took placce in the earlly fall, beforre data for thhis study wass collected, iit
was
w not used as a critical event for the focus of thhis study
u
the stuudents’ imagges as part off the studentt
The fiirst example of the way using
in
nterviews gaave them the opportunity
y to more fullly describe kkey events fr
from their
ex
xperience if from my intterview with
h Maggie. M
Maggie’s imagge about thee class trip too the
sccience schoo
ol was the on
ne that show
wed a lot of luuggage and tthe clock shoowing 6:00 a.m.
(ssee Figure 15
5).
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Figure
F
15. Maggie’s
M
imag
ge about thee class trip too the sciencee school.
Magg
gie explained
d that even th
hough it wass “A big streess” to pack a bag, and shhe
did not like leeaving so earrly in the mo
orning, the trrip was “Woorth it.” She said it was
“P
Probably one of the bestt memories I’ve
I
had withh the class inn my life.” W
When I askedd her
to
o tell me more about it sh
he said,
Well, everyone th
here was justt altogether iin a group. W
We wouldn’tt separate or be
all straanded. And if like someone was dow
wn or unhapppy, they wouuld just like hang
around that person
n or help theem out. And so it was jusst like our cllose momentts
nce trip, we sorta
s
stayed like that.
and affter the scien
The
T next exam
mple of the way
w using th
he students’ images as paart of the stuudent interviiews
gave them thee opportunity
y to more fu
ully describe key events from their exxperience is
frrom Penny’ss interview. Penny’s
P
draw
wing showedd an image oof the studennts, with smiiles
on
n their facess, relaxing in
n the field wh
here the bus broke downn on the wayy home from
m the
sccience schoo
ol (see Figurre 16). In thiss drawing thhe stars are ccoming out, iillustrating thhe
faact that it waas “Starting to
t become laate and gettinng dusk.” Thhere was a sm
mall house tthat
belonged to th
he kind famiily who open
ned their hom
me to the grooup for drinkks or bathroom
needs. There is even a cow
w in the pictture to show
w that they w
were in a “Reeally rural areea.”
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Figure
F
16. Peenny’s imagee about the trip
t home froom the sciennce school.

Penny
y related thatt when the bus started haaving troublee the bus driiver wasn’t ggoing
to
o do anything about it, th
hat he just wanted
w
to keeep going. Buut Penny saidd her teacherrs
“R
Really care about
a
us and
d they’re, lik
ke, this is nott safe.” She and the otheer students ddid
“A
A lot of fun activities wh
hile they were in that farrm field.” A
After they toook their lugggage
off the bus they played gaames with a tiny basketbball one of thhe boys had brought withh
him. As the su
un went dow
wn, the studeents took theeir pillows frrom the lugggage and leanned
hem against their backpaacks and listeened to theirr teacher reaad aloud to thhem while thhey
th
waited
w
for theeir parents to
o come and get
g them. Mss. Pat got a fflashlight annd “She waveed it
arround so wh
hen the paren
nts drove passt, they woulld see that’s where we w
were.” Pennyy
saaid that “Beiing out in thee middle of nowhere
n
addded a lot of aadventure too the whole
th
hing.”
ho included aan image reppresenting thhe class trip tto the
Greta was anotherr student wh
sccience schoo
ol (see Figurre 17). Greta rememberedd that on theeir last nightt at the science
scchool their teeachers told the studentss to “just graab someone tthat helped yyou and youu had
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Figure
F
17. Grreta’s image about the sccience schoool trip.

un with on th
his trip.” Greeta said she grabbed
g
her mom becauuse she was tthere. Greta said
fu
th
hey could “say anything they wanted
d to about whho helped thhem and stufff and all ourr
memories.”
m
The next examplee of the way using the stuudents’ imagges as part of the studentt
in
nterviews gaave them the opportunity
y to more fullly describe kkey events fr
from their
ex
xperience is from Karen
n’s interview
w. Karen’s drrawing show
wed a boy holding a wandd. He
was
w standing next to a Go
olden Snitch
h, a pair of gllasses, and a broom (seee Figure 18).
Next
N to all off this is written the word,, “Bye.” Karren explained that this drrawing
reepresented th
he time a boy
y in her classs moved aw
way. She saidd this boy looved Harry P
Potter
an
nd that is wh
hy she drew some objectts from the H
Harry Potter story. I askeed Karen if sshe
was
w good frieends with thee boy. Her reesponse wass, “Yeah, we all became more friendds
with
w him. I mean
m
at the fiirst of the yeear, we didn’’t really like him, but theen we endedd up
reeally liking him
h and we were
w really sad
s when hee left.”
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Figure
F
18. Kaaren’s imagee about the classmate
c
whho moved aw
way.

Anoth
her example of the way using
u
the stuudents’ imagges as part off the student
in
nterviews gaave them the opportunity
y to more fullly describe kkey events fr
from their
ex
xperience also occurred during Kareen’s interview
w. In a diffeerent place onn her image
Karen
K
drew a heart with a picture of a fountain abbove it (see F
Figure 19). K
Karen said thhat
th
his image waas about a class party theey had for V
Valentine’s D
Day that was “really fun. We
played Just Dance
D
II on th
he Wii and we
w had a choocolate founttain.” Karenn went on too tell
me
m that both teachers
t
werre there for the
t party andd said again that it was ““really fun.” She
allso told me that
t the teach
hers both daanced with thhe students aand that “it w
was fun.”
The next examplee of the way using the stuudents’ imagges as part of the studentt
in
nterviews gaave them the opportunity
y to more fullly describe kkey events fr
from their
ex
xperience is from Charliie’s interview
w. Charlie dr
drew an imagge of himselff lying in a
hospital bed with
w an intraavenous tubee in his arm ((see Figure 220). He has iincluded thee sign
fo
or the Red Cross
C
to repreesent that hee is in the hospital. Nearbby he has drawn a fellow
w
cllassmate hollding a card with some writing
w
on it.. The classm
mate has a froown on his fa
face.
Charlie
C
told me
m he had hiis appendix out
o in Novem
mber and he remembers the class maade
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Figure
F
19. Kaaren’s imagee about the class
c
Valentiine’s Day paarty.

Figure
F
20. Ch
harlie’s imag
ge about his classmates m
making get-w
well cards foor him.
caards for him
m. He drew th
he frown on the student’ss face becauuse he said his classmatees
were
w sad that he was in th
he hospital.
Coteacchers’ Abilitty to Get Allong with E
Each Other
bility of coteeachers to geet along withh each other is an importtant aspect oof
The ab
sttudents’ liveed experiencee in the coteaching classsroom. All siix of the studdents
in
nterviewed for
f this study
y talked abou
ut having tw
wo teachers. W
When they taalked about their
ex
xperience off having two
o teachers in the classrooom, the studeents used woords like “It w
was
reeally fun” an
nd “It was grreat” or “It was
w good.” T
The interview
ws with thesee students
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reevealed that they noticed
d their coteacchers’ abilityy to get alonng with each other, and tthat
th
his was an im
mportant asp
pect of their classroom
c
exxperience.
One example
e
that the ability of
o coteacherss to get alonng with each other was ann
im
mportant asp
pect of students’ lived ex
xperience in the coteachiing classroom
m occurred
du
uring Penny
y’s interview
w. As I began
n the intervieew, I asked P
Penny to talkk about her
drrawing. I tolld her that sh
he could starrt with any im
mage. The fi
first thing Penny wanted to
teell me about was the draw
wing she had
d done of heer two teacheers (see Figuure 21). Thiss
im
mage showed
d the two teaachers weariing tiaras andd heart-shapped glasses thhat the studeents
had given theem. It is interresting to no
ote that the tw
wo teachers have their arrms around each
otther and both
h are smiling
g hugely. Th
here is also a bright sun ttoward the top left of thee
balloon.
When
n I asked Pen
nny why she drew the tw
wo teachers w
with big smilles and theirr
arrms around each
e
other, Penny
P
said, “Well,
“
they jjust get alonng really welll, and they’rre
allmost, like, really
r
close friends
f
or sissters or som
mething and th
they just are both teachinng us
an
nd so I wantted to includ
de that.”

Figure
F
21. Peenny’s imagee of her two teachers.
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Anoth
her example that the abillity of coteacchers to get aalong with eeach other was an
mportant asp
pect of students’ lived ex
xperience in the coteachiing classroom
m occurred
im
du
uring Greta’’s interview. Greta also talked
t
about her two teacchers duringg her intervieew
(ssee Figure 22
2). When she was telling
g me about hhow the two teachers weere when theey
were
w togetherr, she shared
d this experieence;
Mrs. Pat
P and Mrs.. Amy togeth
her, like, theey just make us laugh. Evven if they’rre not
togeth
her, it’s still fun but when
n they’re toggether, they jjust goof off
ff and stuff annd
it’s really funny to
o watch. Lik
ke at the scieence school, and on the last night, um
m,
Mrs. Amy,
A
she waas being reallly quiet andd she was staaring at us annd then Mrs.. Pat
was taalking and th
hen one of th
he parents orr someone saaid, “Is Mrs.. Amy awakee or
sleepiing?” And th
hen Mrs. Pat, she was jusst like “You would know
w if she was
sleepiing, she’d bee a lot louderr!” It was funnny and thenn Mrs. Amy, she came oover
and lik
ke tipped heer hat down and
a so it wass funny. Andd like they juust make a loot of
jokes together.
hat the abilitty of coteachhers to get allong with eaach other waas an
A thirrd example th
im
mportant asp
pect of students’ lived ex
xperience in the coteachiing classroom
m occurred
du
uring Maggiie’s interview
w. Maggie said she knew
w “Practicallly everyone”” in her classs
because she had
h attended
d the school before.
b
She ssaid that shee did not knoow her teachers,
bu
ut she “Got the idea” about them fro
om her olderr sisters who had been inn their classees.
Maggie
M
did not
n include an
n image of her
h coteacherrs on her draawing, but w
when I askedd her

Figure
F
22. Grreta’s image about havin
ng two teachhers.
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what
w she wan
nted to say ab
bout her exp
perience withh having twoo teachers, oour conversattion
went
w like thiss.
Magg
gie: I though
ht that it wass a new expeerience and iit was fun too get to know
w two
more peeople. . . and
d I think I acctually liked it better.
Me:

Can you
u tell me wh
hy or are youu not sure whhy?

Magg
gie: I’m nott quite sure, it
i just seemss much differrent than moost years, thaat it
seems more
m
fun. I don’t
d
know w
why...they allways joke aaround togetther.
Me:

They seeem like they
y’re good friiends?

Magg
gie: Mm-hm
mm. They’vee gone manyy places togeether. And soo it’s very fuunny
to see th
hem joke; lik
ke fake fightt. It’s funny..
A fourth exam
mple that thee ability of coteachers too get along w
with each othher was an
im
mportant asp
pect of students’ lived ex
xperience in the coteachiing classroom
m occurred
du
uring Charliie’s interview
w. The first image
i
on Chharlie’s draw
wing was of hhis two teachhers
welcoming
w
hiim to fifth grrade. See Fig
gure 23. Thee two teacheers have theirr arms arounnd
eaach other. Th
hey have big
g smiles on their
t
faces. C
Charlie said he drew the teachers witth
th
heir arms aro
ound each otther because he thought “They were really happyy to be teachhing
to
ogether.”

Figure
F
23. Ch
harlie’s imag
ge of the two
o teachers grreeting him oon the first dday of schoool.
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Further support for the finding that having the coteachers get along with each
other was an important aspect of the students’ experience was found in the data collected
from the interview with the coteachers. The interview was conducted with both teachers
together. I wanted both of the teachers together in the interview so that they could play
off of one another’s comments and reflections about the coteaching experience. Amy and
Pat share a similar educational philosophy and teaching style which made it easier for
them to collaborate. They were both very respectful and openly caring of the other. Even
their personalities are similar; congenial, easy-going, and good-natured.
I could see during the teacher interview that Amy and Pat got along well with
each other. They agreed on most issues, but if they did not agree, they expressed their
difference of opinion in a respectful way. At one point Amy told me that “On the days we
didn’t see each other, we were either texting each other or talking on the phone” and that
“There was daily communication in multiple forms” between the two of them.
Amy and Pat have been friends in and out of school for a number of years. During
the interview I asked them to tell me whether the year as coteachers had any impact on
their friendship. Both teachers reported that even though the coteaching experience was
“Not without its problems,” after the year as coteachers they are still friends, even closer
friends than they were before. Pat said this was because “They shared kids.” Amy added,
“Yeah, and I think part of it, too, is that our friendship is what was able to help us keep an
open dialogue, because we talk so much to each other anyway that it just fell naturally
into place.”
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Ethics of the Caring Classroom
In this section, I first describe the behaviors and attitudes of the coteachers
themselves that support the finding that the coteachers were modeling the ethics of a
caring classroom for the students. Then I describe what the students said and did to
indicate that they had learned the ethics of caring from their coteachers.
One way that both coteachers modeled the ethics of a caring classroom for the
students was through consistent delivery of the same message of classroom democracy
and respect for all class members. I often heard each teacher respond to students’
comments by saying something like, “Thank you, John, that’s right.” During work
periods, teachers would circulate and offer assistance or check for understanding. When
students had questions, the teachers listened thoughtfully and with full attention to
students’ questions and took the time to offer a thorough explanation.
During one observation I saw Pat model the ethics of caring. Students were
reading independently, and Pat told the class that they were doing a very nice job. In my
notes I wrote that “Pat is thoughtful, respectful, gives praise, and passes out tokens.”
I observed an example of the way Amy modeled the ethics of caring one day just
before students were to go to the science lab. She reminded students of her expectations
for their behavior by asking the class, “Have you been doing your best in science lately?
How many would you give yourself out of five?” Students answered in unison, saying,
“Three.” Amy asked, “What do I expect?” And the students said, “Five.” Amy prompted
further, “And what should you expect?” All of the students said, “Five or Six.”
Another example of the way each coteachers modeled the ethics of a caring
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classroom for the students was found in the interview with the two teachers. Pat and Amy
talked about how, at the beginning of the school year, the students were not unified.
Those who had been in fourth grade together stuck together; creating sort of an ‘us and
them’ atmosphere. Amy’s comment was, “I think that with both of us there, they could
see that, you know, you don’t belong to one teacher or it’s not an exclusive club what
teacher you’re with.” One example of this was the experience of a boy in the class who
had been an easy target for teasing. He wore thick dark glasses and was considered a bit
of a nerd. He just did not fit in and wasn’t accepted well by the class. In the words of the
coteachers,
Pat:

Something happened right about that time that I think was very important
that set up some things that happened further down the line, and I think
that’s how we dealt with James and how he was being teased.

Amy: James was an easy target, but the science trip changed that, and
unfortunately, he moved right after that.
Pat:

It had started to change before we went on the science trip, but the science
trip cemented it. I mean, we had set down the “This will not happen” type
thing before we went.

It was not long, the teachers said, before the students were so unified that “Getting a good
seating arrangement was almost impossible because they were always next to a best
friend that they would talk to. And it didn’t matter whom you put them by. It was
interesting—boys, girls. It didn’t matter.”
A community of caring was also modeled by teachers and learned by students
during the class trip to the science school. Both teachers agreed that the trip really helped
establish the foundation for a community of caring for the entire class. They felt this
experience set the tone for classroom relationships for the rest of the school year.
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Amy: Yeah, really, because the last day-the last night we were at science camp,
we sat in a circle and students shared and said thank-yous, and it was so
powerful. I’m not sure any of them were dry-eyed.
Pat:

One boy spoke up and started to say something, and he said “I don’t
usually cry in public,” and I said “this isn’t public, this is family.” And I
think if I hadn’t said it, somebody would, but from then on, that’s what
they would always say when someone started to cry, too.

Amy and Pat felt it was important that the students knew there was consistency between
the two teachers in the area of class rules and the expectations for students’ behavior.
They knew that teachers who care about their students are fair, firm, and consistent.
Caring teachers also maintain high expectations for students. In this way these two
teachers modeled the ethics of a caring classroom. The following excerpt from the
coteacher interview supports this finding.
Amy: I think one of the first things that, you know, the kids needed to know was
that we were not like divorced parents where, you know, one of them has
custody one week and one the other and therefore, there are different rules.
There were the same rules no matter what. If Pat told you “No,” Amy will
know about it, or if Amy told you “No,” Pat will know about it, and we’re
not your parents, you can’t play us against each other. You will be busted
every time.
Pat:

They tried that. A lot.

Amy: And they tried it. At the beginning.
Pat:

They didn’t do it at all at the end. Not at all. Ever.

Amy: Mm-hmm.
Pat:

It was an interesting thing to watch happen because it didn’t take very
long. It really didn’t take very long.

Students observed the interaction of their two teachers when they were both in the
classroom together. They also observed the way each teacher talked about their partner
when they were not in the classroom together. Students learned an ethic of caring through
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the example of their coteachers in the way they interacted with each other and in the way
they modeled respect for one another.
I think the students saw us work together very closely.... I don’t know that we
ever had any disagreements in front of them, but there were many times when I
would say in front of them, I will have to talk to Ms. Amy about it, and then we
would come back with a solution the next day, so they were seeing negotiation,
they were seeing those kinds of things constantly.... I think we were modeling a
lot of the things we were asking them to do.
Pat and Amy reported there were times when they were both present in the classroom,
and a parent would come in to talk to them. Some of these parents had actually been in
Pat’s class when she taught fifth grade at the school. Amy said that when those parents
came in she would defer to Pat because those parents had such an amazing relationship
with her. Amy thought it was “really neat” for those parents to see that, “The love and the
education they got, their child was now getting.”
Finally, the coteachers established a community of caring by holding daily class
meetings. During class meetings the teachers modeled the ethics of respectful listening
and tolerance for different ideas. I observed Amy hold class meetings in the morning
sometimes, but usually this ritual occurred right after lunch when Pat was there. Often the
class meeting was combined with the story Pat was reading aloud to the students. She
would gather the students on the rug at the back of the room and start to read aloud to
them. The following excerpt from my field log describes this; “1:15—read aloud on the
rug—students are quiet and attentive—sitting still, listening.”
One of the images Penny drew showed Ms. Pat reading aloud to the students who
were gathered on the rug at the back of the classroom (see Figure 24). Penny talked at
some length during the interview about these read aloud experiences. She said that Ms.
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Figure
F
24. Reead aloud ru
ug time.

Pat was “Reaally good at reading
r
book
ks because shhe did differrent voices.”” Penny said that
her teacher ch
hose books that
t “Gave us
u examples oof people whho have diffferent lives—
—
maybe
m
not as good as ourrs so that wee can think m
more deeply aabout that soort of stuff.” She
went
w on to say,
Somettimes we hav
ve read-alou
uds and I thinnk that’s whhat made ourr class conneect so
well. I think one of
o the most important thiings is all the conversatiions that the two
of them have both
h brought up and it’s gottten us to sayy personal sttuff and our
opinio
ons and to deebate and so it’s really ggotten everybbody in the w
whole class tto
expresss themselvees and it’s allso made us, I think bondd better becaause now wee can
understand each other
o
and ourr views a lott better.
Studen
nts demonsttrated throug
gh their own attitudes and behavior in the
cllassroom thaat they had leearned the etthics of carinng from theiir teachers. S
Students
often worked
d together in pairs or smaall groups fo r learning acctivities and enjoyed
being with eaach other. Th
he teachers reeported that this sense oof communityy
happened oveer time. At th
he beginning
g of the yearr, students w
would refer too
th
hemselves att Ms. A’s claass, but grad
dually studennts came up w
with the ideaa that
th
hey would reefer to themsselves as AP
P’s class, whiich stood forr Ms. Amy aand Ms.
Pat’s class.
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One day students were in the science lab working in small groups to rotate
through various experiments dealing with electricity. As I moved around the room, every
group was on task, brainstorming together, helping each other, and treating each member
of the group with respect. In my field notes I wrote, “Kids are having fun—-when
electrical circuit is “interrupted” (role-play) they sort of “buzz” (shaking all over) like
they’re in shock—very funny and clever. I laughed!”
While working with classmates, students were willing to share ideas and consider
other opinions without causing others to get mad or to be upset. The following
conversation from a small group during the same day in the science lab illustrates this
point.
Let’s try this one.
Let’s just use this battery holder.
Okay.
It’s working—it worked!
Holy cow! You’re right.
Good one.
I need your help.
Okay.
I need you to hold the wire.
Yay! Whole group cheered when the light worked.
Students were told they had one more minute to work. In unison the students said,
“No! We almost got it!”
It did not seem to matter what they were doing or who was in their group; the students in
this class appeared to be a tight knit and cohesive unit. They were tolerant of other
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sttudents in th
he class who were a littlee awkward soocially. Wheen one boy bbegan trying to
distract his grroup by sing
ging a song, the
t other stuudents in the group simplly continuedd to
work.
w
They did
d not criticiize or tease him
h in any w
way. Another example w
was when Grreta
leet out a big, long
l
burp ju
ust as I was walking
w
by. S
She looked uup at me andd, grinning, ssaid,
“II am the chaamp. Even th
he boys can’tt beat me!” S
She was not in the least bit embarrasssed
ab
bout the big burp, and th
he other grou
up members simply agreeed with her statement annd
went
w back to work.
Magg
gie drew an im
mage on herr timeline shhowing a lunnch tray (see Figure 25). She
saaid that even
n though shee did not likee the food serrved for school lunches,, she liked “H
How
ou
ur class doessn’t have asssigned tabless or seating sso we can likke switch grroups. We doon’t
caare who we sit by...and so
s we just taalk to everyoone.”
Anoth
her time stud
dents were su
upposed to bbe reading a social studiees article aboout
th
he Civil Warr. One boy wanted
w
to talk
k to Penny aabout it, but she wanted tto read her
arrticle. He fin
nally got up and removed
d himself sayying, “Okayy, I’ll go oveer here and juust
taalk to my pen
ncil.” He did
d so, seemin
ngly without feeling hurtt or rejected. Penny treatted

Figure
F
25. Maggie’s
M
imag
ge of a lunch
h tray.
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him in a way that was respectful and also preserved his dignity. Here is another example
from my field notes,
Overall, this group of students was respectful, cohesive, accepting, tolerant,
disciplined, and excited to learn. They liked each other. They enjoyed being
together. They worked well together. Students appeared to feel safe and
comfortable in the classroom regardless of which teacher was present. These
students were very different from each other in physical appearance, in
personality, and in background, but they seemed to genuinely accept one another
and to really enjoy working together. I think they know that their teachers cared
about them a lot.
One morning when I was observing in the classroom just before school started for the
day. About half the class was there and I noted that students were talking as a whole
group about things they were interested in including motorcycles, last night’s basketball
game, and even a stage play some of them were in. What was noteworthy was that none
of the students made fun of something another student said, even when their own
interests were quite different. In fact, differences were acknowledged and appreciated and
the students made a genuine effort to listen to each other.
On another occasion I observed students practicing a reader’s theater script using
props they had made themselves. I was impressed by their uninhibited use of expression
during the reading. Some students even changed their voices to sound more like what
they imagined the story character’s voice would sound like. As students practiced the
reading, they coached each other and gave suggestions for improvement to each other, as
well as compliments and encouragement. One of the students was reading the role of a
mouse in the story. Whenever he read a part, he changed his voice to sound squeaky and
high pitched. The other students in his group laughed every time and told him, “That was
awesome.” After observing this behavior, I wrote in my field log “The students seem to
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know that their classmates accept them as they are.”
Students were tolerant of certain kids who may be a little awkward socially. I
observed this one day through students’ small group interaction. There was one boy in
the class whom I noticed particularly during observations because he was frequently off
task and behaving in ways that drew attention to him, perhaps in an effort to be funny.
Once, when students were working in groups on science experiments, this boy kept
singing the alphabet song. Though some may have considered his behavior annoying or
distracting, perhaps even spoken sharply to him, the two girls in this boy’s group did not
even ask him to stop. They simply did not react at all, and eventually the singing stopped.
Learning the ethics of the caring community from their coteachers was another
aspect of the students’ lived experience in the classroom. The coteachers in this study
modeled the attributes of caring themselves, and expected the same behavior from
students. The students demonstrated that they had learned these ethics through their own
attitudes and actions in the classroom.
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CHAPTER V
DISCUSSION
In this chapter, I connect the study findings to the literature to answer the question
about the lived experience of the learners in the coteaching classroom. First, the results
provide evidence that the use of images can be helpful in learning about students’ lived
experiences in the coteaching classroom. Second, the results suggest, through students’
lived experience, that the teaching approach being studied, predominantly job sharing,
can be considered a coteaching delivery option. Finally, the voices of the learners in the
classroom are an important source of information about what works in schools.
Figure 26 illustrates how these three elements answer the research question. The
research question, the students’ lived experience in the coteaching classroom, is found in
the center of the model. The arrows pointing toward the center from the two outside
boxes represent input from the students in this study. Leading away from the center is an
arrow pointing to the middle box. The statement inside the middle box, students’
experiences suggest that job sharing can be an effective coteaching model, represents the
conclusion drawn about the students’ lived experiences based on their input.
Use of Images
First, the use of images can be helpful in learning about students’ lived
experiences in the coteaching classroom. The findings support the literature about the use
of image-based research techniques to help students to represent what they know, feel
and think about what they know—and to help them to talk (Burnard, 2000; Leavy, 2010,
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Students’
experiences
suggest that job
sharing can be
considered a
coteaching option.
Students can use
images to relate
their experiences.

Students have a
voice and are an
important source
of information
about what works
in schools.

What is the
students’ lived
experience in
the coteaching
classroom?

Figure 26. Model illustrating how the elements of the findings for this study answer the
research question about the lived experience for the learners in a coteaching classroom.
Prosser, 1998). Originally, I thought I would use the talk and draw technique
recommended by Prosser. In the talk and draw approach, students recall key events in
their histories while they locate each narration or drawing or image on different bends
along the length of a winding river where each bend represents an influential incident or
memory. I chose instead to have students reflect on their experiences and represent them
in images using whatever format they chose, and to do so prior to an interview. I think
this variation in my approach to using student images made a significant difference in the
amount and quality of the data I gathered from the images and from the students during
the interviews.
Having students draw their images before the interview allowed them time to
reflect on their experiences in the classroom, to consider which events were most
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significant to them and to decide which events they would choose to represent in their
drawing. When they came to the interview, they were ready to talk to me about what they
had drawn. Each student’s drawing became a jumping off point that guided not only the
questions I asked, but also the experiences they talked about with me.
The use of images can also be helpful in learning about students’ lived
experiences in the coteaching classroom because doing so creates a comfortable
environment in which students feel safe to openly express their thoughts and emotions
(Zambo & Zambo, 2006). Having the student’s drawing to look at during the interview
seemed to take some of the pressure off the student. Certainly I was attentive to them and
looked at them a lot during the interview, but we both also looked at their drawing much
of the time. I think this shift of focus helped the student to relax and to feel a bit more
comfortable to talk to me.
Additionally, the use of images can be helpful in learning about students’ lived
experiences in the coteaching classroom because the images help the researcher to
understand the students and what they are trying to express in a way that they might not
be able to articulate (Le Count, 2000). Many times during the interview process the
students had included details in their drawings that prompted my inquiry for more
information and description about a particular event. This led to more in depth
conversation which led to greater understanding for me about the students’ experiences.
The use of images can also be helpful in learning about students’ lived
experiences in the coteaching classroom because the images convey powerful
representations of the students’ emotions about their experiences (Leavy, 2010). The
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students had a great deal to communicate to me about their experiences in the classroom
that year. During the interviews, it was evident that drawing the images provided a
vehicle through which students could represent key moments from the school year and
express their feelings about those key moments. I believe the use of images produced a
thicker, richer, more complete picture of the students’ lived experience in the classroom
than I would have obtained through dialogue alone.
These findings add to the literature on the use of student drawn images in two
ways. First, as a researcher, I found the use of student drawn images added an unexpected
element of novelty and fun to the process of gathering data. The approach was unique
enough to be engaging and meaningful for most students, too. This was a surprising
element of the technique that I had not read about in the literature.
Second, I interviewed only six students, but every student in the class drew an
image of their experiences in the classroom. Looking at all of these images gave me a
glimpse of the lived experience of each student in the class; even without interviewing all
of them. It occurred to me that the images themselves could stand alone as an important
data source.
The use of images as they reflect the students lived experience is an important
source of data for research. Producing the drawings gives students an opportunity to
reflect on their experiences, and to make choices about which images they will depict.
This reflection and selection process helps to hone the lived experience to those events
that are most important to the student. Further, if given sufficient time, students will
include details in their drawings that encourage a thicker, richer narration during an
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interview. An added bonus was that the process of using images was interesting and fun
for both students and researcher.
Job Sharing as Coteaching
Second, the results suggest, through students’ lived experience, that the teaching
approach being studied, predominantly job sharing, can be considered a coteaching
delivery option. In the literature, job sharing was treated as a flexible teaching option, but
not necessarily as one of the coteaching approaches. Though there were times when both
teachers in this study were present and teaching at the same time in what is considered a
traditional coteaching approach, most of the time one teacher taught in the mornings, and
the other teacher taught in the afternoons. In the literature, this is referred to as a job
sharing approach.
Recall that coteaching is defined as two or more professionals delivering
substantive instruction to a group of students with diverse learning needs in a single
physical space (Cook & Friend, 1995). Based on this definition, I would argue that the
job sharing model used by the teachers in this study can be described as a coteaching
approach. First, both of the highly qualified teachers in this study were responsible for
delivering instruction to the class. Second, the students in this classroom had a variety of
individual learning needs that were being met by both teachers working together. Third,
the two teachers shared a classroom—a single physical space.
But let us take it a step further. Coteaching is more than two teachers merely
sharing a physical space or jointly planning lessons. It is important to also consider the
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attitude, or frame of mind, of the two teachers in the coteaching partnership. I believe that
Pat and Amy saw themselves as coteachers in every sense of the word. They were both
very invested professionally and emotionally in the welfare and best interests of each
student in the class. This attitude of caring and concern did not stop when they were
technically off the clock. Though these two teachers were not together in the classroom
on a regular basis, they did communicate frequently and in depth about their class. I
submit that when viewed from this perspective, the job sharing model used by the
teachers in this study fits the definition of a coteaching approach.
School districts that offer a job sharing option sometimes do so for reasons that
have to do with staying within their budget (Blair, 2003; Mumford, 2005). For example, a
part time teaching job does not usually include full benefits. By not having to pay teacher
benefits, the district saves money. Further, teachers that accept a job sharing position may
do so for reasons that have to do with their own scheduling needs. In other words, job
sharing is often a way for schools to save money and for teachers to work part time. In
the case of this study, however, the motivation for the two teachers to participate in a
coteaching partnership was a decision they made to benefit the learning and the lived
experience of the students in the classroom. It was not about saving money or having
shorter work hours. In fact, the two teachers in this study worked harder than ever to
plan, prepare, and collaborate so that each student’s needs were being met. School leaders
that view job sharing as simply a time and money saving option should consider the
benefits of having two highly qualified and motivated teachers working together to help
students learn and succeed.
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Coteaching works best when the students can tell that the coteachers get along
with each other. When students observed that their teachers demonstrated respect for
each other and shared a commitment to the coteaching learning environment, the students
became more interested and engaged in the learning process, gained a better
understanding of the teachers’ expectations, and improved their own learning outcomes
(Gaytan, 2010). Every student I interviewed said they could tell the two teachers liked
each other and liked teaching together because of the way they treated each other and the
other students in the class. The teachers reported that at the beginning of the year there
were times when some students tried to play one teacher against the other to see if they
could get away with certain things. Because the teachers practiced parity, and because
they communicated and collaborated so well with each other, these students quickly
learned that the two teachers had shared expectations. The two teachers also reported that
they felt they were able to reinforce each other’s teaching and integrate content in ways
that increased students’ academic success.
The student participants in this classroom could tell that Amy and Pat got along
well, that they were friends who liked each other and liked teaching together. The
teachers, too, reported during their interview that their ability to get along with their
coteaching partner was an important factor in their successful coteaching experience
(Sebastian, 2001). I believe the two teachers got along so well and that the coteaching
approach used in this classroom was successful because it was the teachers’ idea. Also,
the teachers selected who they wanted to work with as a coteaching partner. Both of these
things were their choice. This meant they already believed in the model and had a
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commitment to making it work. When teachers make choices about instruction in their
classroom, it increases their feelings of worth, gives them greater confidence in their
abilities, and increases the chances for successful outcomes. That this all occurred within
a job sharing model that others would not define as coteaching may be surprising is
definitely noteworthy.
Voice of the Learner
Finally, the voices of the learners in the classroom are an important and oft
underutilized source of information about what works in schools. These findings confirm
that students do have a voice, they do have something to tell us about their learning
environment, and we should listen and learn from them. The students in this classroom
certainly knew more than I did about their lived experiences and were very capable of
reporting them.
Further, the findings show that in order to make the best decision about the future
of coteaching at this school, it is important to have the students’ perspective. If we agree
that students are the ultimate consumers of the educational product, then they are perhaps
the most important source of data we have for making decisions about school
improvement (Wilhelm, 2011, p. 49).
Implications of this Study
The voices of the students in this study indicate that the particular coteaching
approach being used was not a key factor for them in the success of this coteaching
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experience. The lived experience of the learners in this classroom suggests that the most
important factor for them was the visible working relationship of the two teachers. These
results are significant because they can help to inform future decisions about the practice
of coteaching on three different levels; the school level, the university level, and the
general field level.
School Level
This study was requested by the department head of the school of education at the
partner university for this laboratory school. The findings from this study helped to
inform a decision to implement a pilot program at this school in which a preservice
student teacher from the partner university was placed in the classroom with a regular
teacher for the entire year. Specifically, as modeled in this study, teachers were able to
choose whether to participate in the program or not, and teachers were involved in
interviewing and selecting an intern to be their coteaching partner. At the time of this
writing, the school is in its first year of this intern coteaching pilot program.
Recall that the student participants in this study would have liked to have both
teachers present and teaching together more of the time. This finding helped to inform the
structure of the intern coteaching pilot program so that both the regular classroom teacher
and the intern are present in the classroom every day and share responsibilities for
instruction.
We know that coteaching works best when there is true parity between the two
teaching partners. The teachers in this study achieved parity by acknowledging each other
as equal teachers in the classroom. Both Pat and Amy were purposeful and consistent in
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teaching the students to do the same. Amy gave one example of this during the teacher
interview.
The students came to view themselves as a fifth-grade class. At the beginning
when they’d answer the phone in the classroom they’d answer, “Ms. A’s class.
But we all talked about it and said well, you know this is more than Ms. A’s class.
The students came up with the idea that they would answer the phone “AP’s
class” They came to realize that regardless of what teacher they’d had in previous
years, now we were together as a group.
Because of the inherent hierarchy in the relationship between the regular classroom
teacher and the intern, true parity will probably not occur in the coteaching pilot program.
This hierarchy can be downplayed if the teacher and the intern each take particular care
to have students respond to both teachers as equals. To achieve this, teachers can arrange
visual, verbal, and instructional signals that convey their equality. For example, teachers
who coteach daily can put both teachers’ names on the board and on correspondence that
goes to parents. They can arrange for two teachers’ desks, or share a large work table
instead of having one teacher camping at a student desk. They can be sure that both take
the lead on delivering instruction, and thy both can grade papers to make clear to students
that both contribute to grades or other student evaluation (Cook & Friend, 1995).
Coteachers should keep in mind that the collaborative relationship of the coteachers
seems to be of greatest importance to the students. The ability of the teacher and the
intern to get along with one another must be visible and obvious to the students in the
classroom.
University Level
The partner university has recently implemented a change in the structure of the
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relationship between the student teachers and the cooperating teachers in the other public
schools in the area. One goal of the new structure is to encourage a partnership approach
between the cooperating teacher and the student teacher that is modeled after coteaching.
Under the previous model of student teaching, student teachers were left on their
own for a period of time to solo teach. Student teachers were expected to completely take
over all planning, instruction, and management of the classroom on their own. During
this time the cooperating teacher would usually be away from the classroom. Given what
we know from this study about how much the fifth-grade students valued the visible
working relationship of their coteachers, it makes sense to keep both teachers in the
classroom as much as possible.
Under the new model of student teaching, the university asks the cooperating
teachers to develop a partnership with their student teacher. The student teacher and the
cooperating teacher plan collaboratively and equally share responsibilities for the
classroom. There is a gradual release of responsibility, but always with the presence and
support of the cooperating teacher. Though it is a partnership, the cooperating teacher is
still responsible for the content being taught, the implementation of instruction, and the
management of the classroom.
As the findings indicate, the new structure will benefit preservice students and
classroom teachers to the degree that the partnership is developed, and to the degree that
they work well together. As with the intern pilot program mentioned above, there is an
inherent hierarchy in the relationship between the cooperating teacher and the student
teacher, therefore true parity will probably not occur. Because the regular teacher and the
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preservice teacher do not share responsibilities for instruction in the classroom equally,
this new model for student teaching may not be coteaching in its truest sense, but it
reflects the same underlying goals and characteristics of coteaching.
The results of this study indicate that the opportunity to choose whether to
participate in a coteaching delivery method and the opportunity to choose who your
teaching partner will be are crucial components for success in the coteaching classroom.
Due to the somewhat arbitrary way the university assigns student teachers to cooperating
teachers, the possibility of a mismatch between the preservice teacher and the regular
classroom teacher exists. Cooperating teachers do not select which student teacher will be
placed in their classroom. Likewise, student teachers do not select who their cooperating
teacher will be. There is a small element of choice in that classroom teachers do choose
whether they want to be a mentor or not, and preservice students do sign up, or choose, to
be student teachers. Beyond that, the vital component of choice is missing.
The results of this study confirm that coteaching works best when the two
teachers to get along with each other. Because the element of choice is missing, it is
possible that the teaching partners in this model may find their relationship lacking in this
area. Even so, the motivation and commitment on the part of both participants may
overcome this potential obstacle.
General-Field Level
There is increasing use of the coteaching approach in regular classrooms. As the
university advocates a coteaching delivery approach in regular classrooms at both the
laboratory school and in student teaching classrooms in the local area schools, more
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teachers and school leaders may be influenced to adopt a coteaching approach in more
regular education classrooms. As this occurs, job sharing should be considered as a
possible coteaching option. As stated earlier, based on the results of the students’
experience in this classroom, the job sharing approach modeled by the teachers in this
study can be considered coteaching.
As the use of various types of coteaching approaches increases, teachers and
school leaders have an opportunity to seek for and listen to the voices of the learners.
Future studies about the coteaching approach should always include the perspective of
the learners in the coteaching classroom. Students do have a voice; they are at the center
of any change that occurs in the classroom. As the ultimate consumers of the educational
product, students must be considered our most important source of information about
what works in schools.
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Appendix A
Student Images
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Figure A1. Th
he full-size image I drew
w depicting k ey events fr
from my ownn life.
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Figure A2. Karen’s full-size drawing.
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Figure A3. Maggie’s full--size drawin
ng.
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Figure
F
A4. Peenny’s full-ssize drawing.
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Figure A5. Ch
harlie’s full--size drawing
g.
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Figure A6. Kyle’s full-sizze drawing.
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Figure A7. Greta’s full-siize drawing.
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Appendix B
Explanation for Parents
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Dear Parents of Students in Mrs. Amy and Mrs. Pat’s Fifth-grade Class,
When Mrs. Amy and Mrs. Pat approached me last spring with a desire to try a coteaching
experience, I was very much in favor of the idea. Because of my own positive coteaching
experience with a former student teacher, I gave them my full support and decided to
make this coteaching classroom the subject of my doctoral study. The following explains
a little more about the study.
Despite the vast number of changes in education in recent years, learners are usually not
consulted in the change process (Rudd, 2006). If learning is to be meaningful for
students, their views must be heard. Some say that education should be shaped around the
needs of the learner, rather than having the learner conform to the established system. In
order to make future decisions about the effectiveness of a coteaching model, it is
important that we understand the students’ perceptions. Their voices should be heard. The
purpose of this study is to describe the lived experiences of the learners in a fifth-grade
coteaching classroom.
The results of this study will inform future decisions about the practice of coteaching at
this school. Because the practice of coteaching is gaining popularity, there is increasing
use of this teaching method. Other teachers at this school have expressed an interest in
participating in a coteaching partnership. Before those kinds of decisions are made, it is
important to have the students’ perspective. Further, the results of this study may clarify
ways that the coteaching model can be strengthened or improved for greater success and
benefit for both the teachers and the students. Through careful listening, observation, and
interpretation of the students’ lived experience, we will have a better understanding of the
effectiveness of coteaching in the classroom.
In order for me to begin collecting data for this study, I need a signed letter of permission
from each parent. You should receive two copies of the permission form in the mail this
week. One copy is for your records, the other copy needs to be signed and returned to me
using the stamped addressed envelope included. Please feel free to call or email me with
any questions or concerns you may have.
Thank you for your support,

Janet Adams—Interim Principal EBLS
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Appendix C
Informed Consent for Parents
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Appendix D
Informed Consent for Teachers
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Appendix E
Parent Permission
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